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‘A season like no other’.
Which is what the 2020/21 campaign currently drawing to a stuttering conclusion was billed as back in August and
one that has certainly lived up to its billing. The O’s have survived it, and taken a few big hits during the journey
along with the national game in general. Whether both will emerge any the better or wiser for the experience remains to be seen.
It’s been a while since the ‘Orientear’ has hit the streets or (in this case) internet and during that time there have
been major changes occurring at the club. The biggest of those being Ross Embleton ending up being unceremoniously relieved of his duties as first team coach after a grim run of results in February, resulting in Jobi McAnuff replacing him as the ‘Interim’ manager of the team virtually on the day of Ross’s departure. But with news that Orient
are recruiting a new academy manager and head of physical performance along with an academy performance analyst there are signs that the ‘5 year improvement plan’ unveiled at the recent shareholders meeting is well underway. Of course the one thing that is by no means clear cut at the moment is the subject of who is going to be managing Leyton Orient’s first team squad next season? Well, going by Martin Ling’s comments at the aforementioned
shareholders meeting even he doesn’t know, but with Orient’s slim play-off ambitions coming to a shattering end at
Roots Hall two weeks ago they throw up more questions than answers. McAnuff’s brief was to get the team into the
top seven and on that criteria alone he has failed. Yet on the other hand Jobi’s team at least put in a decent run to
get us competing up to game forty two of the season after many of the clubs support had written a promotion
charge off by mid March. It begs the question are we in fact looking in the wrong place regarding our inability to
break into the top seven? You can point fingers at Ross, Jobi and even Martin Ling over the past nine months, but I
think that the squad of players that started the season here (and even after being reinforced last January) were only
top ten material at best, and the fact that we got ourselves in decent positions to crack the top seven on three separate occasions since the new year -and failed- speaks volumes. The bottom line being that Orient are still four or
five good league 2 (or ‘league 1 plus’) performers short to get us competing as a top three side and whoever was
put in charge of that squad would have had their work cut out in getting us promoted this season.
Despite the identity of Orient’s next first team manager being far from apparent what is definitely crystal clear is
the growing divide amongst the O’s support in relation as to how to move this club forward on the pitch. There are
many long standing O’s watchers desperate to see a complete root and branch shake up at this club. They are advocating the removal of the current DOF, an experienced manager brought in from outside the comfy confines of the
club and jettisoning most of the playing staff. On the flip side there are some supporters who’d love to see McAnuff
given the role full time with a squad and staff of his own choice with Martin Ling overseeing the set up being backed
financially by the board and getting us to the next level that way. Up until three weeks ago you could say that Jobi
McAnuff had positioned himself into real contention in regards to being appointed as full time 1st team boss here
as he’d racked up a 50% win record. Admittedly, the football has been a long way from being ‘Barcelona-esque’ but
at least the team had a bit of resilience about it and ground out some decent results, despite having ridden it’s luck
on occasions. However, the recent fixtures where we collapsed in the second half during a ‘must win’ against Cambridge and then four days later put in an absolute shocker of a so called ‘performance’ to virtually doomed Southend United could well have sunk Jobi’s managerial aspirations here. The people who have been saying the defeat at
Roots Hall was the worst effort they had ever seen from an O’s side are probably overstating it (Bromley 6 - Orient
1,anybody?) but one of the things to emerge this season is that without actually being at the games and sloping off
to the pub/supporters club to vent our collective frustrations afterwards social media has provided an outlet where
opinions can, and do, get a bit OTT. Having said that I find myself siding with the O’s regulars declaring that throughout the season our football has been sterile, uninspiring and would probably had even Jose Mourhino reaching for
the ‘Off’ Button.

Too much backwards and sideways passing interspersed with a glut of hopeful punts up and across the pitch to Wilkinson to fight for has made the side ugly to watch and predictable to defend against for too much of the campaign.
Some people have pointed to the lack of variation regarding the way Ross and Jobi have set up the side, (forever
trapped in the 4-3-3/4-1-4-1 formation that we have employed virtually from day one of the season) as to why the
O’s have come across as a team that lacks flair and a creative spark going forwards. Although in my opinion I think it
just boils own to the fact that the players that make up the bulk of the midfield and in central defence are just not
good enough to play through the opposition, especially the better sides in this division. Each time we attempted to
take the game to teams like Exeter and Cambridge Orient shipped four goals and were well beaten. The one thing
that we can take into the long overdue and, indeed, crucial summer squad rebuild is that Ling (if he is actually being
kept on as DOF) and whoever is manager simply has to bring enough quality and variety of players here to make it
easier to switch the team’s tactics and shape in a match situation. Just so Orient can comfortably play three central
defenders alongside two good attacking full backs as well as employing a bog standard 4-4-2 system when the need
arises.
Which I suppose brings us back to the subject of who takes this football club into next season? Going by the AGM
and Kent Teague’s recent interview on the ‘orient hour’ I found them both to be an exercise in avoiding the question, although Kent did confirm that whoever is appointed 1st team manager will get to choose their own assistant
this time and not have one imposed on them. To be honest I think we’ll end up with a half way house solution. I
would be surprised if Martin Ling isn’t kept on in his director of football role as Nigel Travis has made quite an effort
to praise him and underline the work he does separately from the actual first team. Whether he’ll have as big a say
in sourcing and appointing a new manager as he has in the past is another matter going by the last two full time
appointments and the constant flack that has come his way ever since. As for the manager’s job I’d be of the opinion that if McAnuff doesn’t get it then I can’t see him staying here as a player or coach and you get the feeling that
if the board were to offer it to him that they would have done it by now. But the delay over this appointment hasn’t
done anyone any favours. It’s made the board look indecisive and has all the hall marks of the fiasco that followed
Carl Fletcher’s departure eighteen months ago. At a time where the Orient support and some playing staff are looking for a clear direction in relation to moving this club forward it appears that the most important appointment to
be made here is stalling. Depending on what rumours you’ve heard Orient have told the players that are not being
retained that there wouldn’t be a contract for them at Easter. If that is the case would a new manager want (or Jobi
-if appointed) to keep some on that were being released and could some of our better players that are out of contract be more inclined to stay if they knew who they were going to be working under from next June? I’d hope that
we could keep the likes of Vigouroux, Wilkinson and Danny Johnson here for next season but with only having eight
players here under contract for season 2012/22 and no manager in sight the board needed to act and put this uncertainty to bed a lot quicker than they have done.

FOOTBALL: WHAT NOW?
Although many from within the game are patting themselves on the back for navigating their clubs through what
has -it has to be said- a long and testing campaign, I don’t think those who wield the power in football are going to
receive universal acclaim for doing so. I’m not going to revisit ‘Super league breakaway’ as there as there an article
denouncing it further on in the magazine, but for EFL chair Rick Parry to come straight out and announce that
‘Project big picture’ is back on the table just days after ESL dramatic collapse was as crass as you could get. He is
lobbying for the very same clubs and owners who want to wreck European football for their own greedy ends to
run domestic football in England. Parry has rightly been pilloried for this stance and if he had and semblance of
honour would be offering himself up for resignation as he has basically said ‘come and do what you like’ to the
very people who want to kill off competitive football for good. If anything the past twelve months has only underlined that football cannot govern or administer itself in a way that benefits the game as a collective sport or even
major leisure industry without some sort of independent regulation or positive input from its customers (otherwise

known as ‘fans’- Legacy or otherwise) and the only good thing to come out of this season behind closed doors is
that a few ministers in government have seen at first hand how badly the bodies that run the game are at administering it. The news that the long promised ‘Fan led review’ of football is underway and is being headed by former
Sports minister Tracy Crouch is probably one of the strangest things to have been revived from manifesto
graveyard by the government to come out of this crisis. Crouch has gone on record as not being a fan of the ‘Safe
standing campaign’ in the past but at least she has something about her after resigning over fixed odds gambling
machine legislation dragging on though the HoC and could be a rarity in British politics as being somebody with a
bit of integrity. So it could be that this review has somebody fronting it who isn’t going to settle for a few recommendations regarding ticket pricing and disabled access for supporters (like the football task force from days gone
by) then sit back and watch as the game returns to ‘Business as usual’ which is the last thing football needs right
now. Of course if there is anything like the changes many of us want to see implemented in the game that will
mean government legislation and the will to follow it through politically. I should think that once the usual vested
interests and lobbying of ministers get going in earnest then any progressive reforms proposed will be rejected or
‘watered down’ at best, but it was heartening to see those co ordinated protests at grounds such as Chelsea and
Arsenal demonstrating against those anti competitive football proposals having a positive effect. The message being clear to administrators and club owners alike. Work with us and not against us. And ignore us at your peril.

Signing off
So here we are on the eve of the seasons final fixture at Salford. I suppose that the unfolding saga relating to the
messy downgrading of the Women’s team and last weekend’s almost ‘comedy’ defeat to Carlisle are pertinent
yardsticks as to where the club finds itself at the moment. Although we have established ourselves back in the
football league this club is still struggling to lift itself up to the levels the fabled ‘5 year plan’ is designed to achieve
both on and off the pitch. You do get the feeling that we are at a bit of a crossroads here, though. Orient are about
to lose many of the players that took us out of non league and possibly some of the other faces that have been at
the club since it escaped from the clutches of a lunatic owner four years ago. This is the most important summer
rebuild since those times and if Nigel Travis wants to see his dream of a league one team fulfilled within two years
then the new appointments he makes now could well define his tenure as owner. I think we can afford to be a tad
optimistic, but if you asked me honestly I’d say that with a virtually new team to shape and an incoming manager
‘bedding in’ it would be a huge ask for promotion to be secured next time around.
Finally (at last) last weekend’s home match would in other times present an opportunity for players and staff to
parade around the pitch for the ‘lap of honour’. A chance to acknowledge the effort put in over the season and for
supporters to reflect over a long and arduous campaign in the supporters club bar or pubs around the ground with
their friends and family. This time around there wasn’t such a farewell (well, maybe from Jobi as he came off the
field) but for the most part the team has given it a go and we at the ’Orientear’ thank them for their efforts. It has
been an arduous season to work through and they have gone out and performed, despite a continually evolving set
of safety protocols and coming through a particularly nasty covid outbreak back in September. As for the actual
football? Well, personal highlights for me were the 4-0 destruction of Bolton Wanderers and 3-2 victory at Port
Vale, interspersed with a few quality strikes from Jobi, Wilko, Dan Kemp and Danny Johnson along the way. It has
been by no means a vintage season but we’ve seen a lot worse here down the years.
Hopefully next season we will all be back in the ground watching a new Orient side get the club back into league
one. However, I don’t think we can let this season pass without paying tribute to the long serving Orient fans that
we have lost since the pandemic started in 2020. Many of them are names and faces that we have seen here every
other Saturday or regularly at away games, cricket matches and beer festivals for more years than we care to remember and I can truly say that they will be genuinely missed and not forgotten. This is a club that knows how to
honour its own and I guarantee that Leyton Orient F.C will pay a fitting tribute to them when the day comes and we
are all back at Brisbane Road roaring on the team again. Up the O’s.

The great and the good of Leyton Orient get round the table to debate as to why the tablecloths haven’t been ironed properly.

The second ‘on line’ shareholders meeting took place on the 14th of April. Captain Scarlet tuned in to the action.
Those of you with an interest in ‘football finance’ other than ‘Bet365’ or Paddy Power’s on a Saturday afternoon may be aware
of a very good podcast going by the title ‘The price of football’. It’s hosted by comedian and Palace fan, Kevin Day, alongside a
professor of Football finance at Liverpool university, Kieran Maguire, who you may have heard and seen across the media of
late in relation to the fall out from the ‘European greedy bastards’ league that is now not coming our way. Now the reason
why I have tagged that podcast on to this Orient related and brief -(ish) article regarding our own finances is that a few weeks
ago somebody sent in a question asking about investing in a league two side that could awaken ‘a sleeping giant’ (the questioner’s term not mine) and could Kieran Maguire put forward a few clubs that fit the bill? Well, the professor came up with a
few names such as Bradford City, Tranmere Rovers, Exeter City and –believe it or not– the dear old O’s! This despite Orient
having lost an average of £50,000 per week for the last ten years, although you’d have to factor in the mad three years when
Caligula was in charge of the club as to why those losses are so eyewatering.
Which I suppose brings us seamlessly on to the events of the shareholders meeting from the 14th of April. Yes, the Orientear
still has its 100 shares and we get an electronic copy of the accounts sent out to us just before the board gets together to lay
out it’s upcoming plans and reflect on another years fiscal losses for Leyton Orient F.C. Now in years gone by I had to bunk off
work for a couple of hours and write up a pretty lengthy report on how this meeting panned out
for the ‘Ear’s readers. However, in this era of covid and general openness this meeting was
streamed live on ‘youtube’ and took questions that were pre submitted and from the comments
section during broadcast. Basically, it isn’t worth repeating a blow by blow account of what was
presented and said here, but what I’ll do is post up the ‘youtube’ link and another link to the accounts for those who want to read them. I’ll throw in some quick impressions from the meeting
that I thought were worth a comment -or two, also.
Avengers Assemble…
After an absence of fourteen months chairman Nigel Travis has finally managed to get over to
blighty to chair this meeting and generally get reacquainted face to face with everyone with
One of the mystery investors at the O’s
the club. He was joined by CEO Danny Macklin, Martin Ling, Simon Blake (finance advisor) and
Marshall Taylor in the room accompanied on line my Matt Porter, Rich Emmett and dear old Kent Teague. Nigel’s opening remarks were geared to more or less thanking everyone involved here for keeping HMS Leyton Orient afloat during an unprecedented crisis that is still on going and that the club now has a 5 year finance plan that involves bringing new investors on board
in tandem with the current one stepping up to once again to pump much needed cash into the club. He also revealed that

Leyton Orient’s ‘5 year vision’. No Scoreboard included in that everybody, so back to using fingers or an abacus.
interest from other parties who wanted to buy a bigger stake into Orient than the current owners were willing to give up!
Pretty amazing really, considering the perilous state of football in this country at the moment.
This led us nicely on to Danny (next slide please) Macklin’s presentation regarding our finances, losses (projected for 21/22
season also) and future ambitions. Basically, last season (19/20) our losses were £2.2 million although that was DOWN from
our final season in the national league and was covid affected by loss of matchday income. We are looking at roughly the same
for this campaign although there were positives to be taken from these figure in that our revenue growth for last season was
up by £1.7 million and that this season, despite the Covid crisis , we have had record shirt sales, new sponsors and record non
match day sales. One of the most interesting segments of the meeting was the club’s ‘5 year plan’ (reproduced above) that set
out Orient’s vision for the next half a decade and which, I have to say, ticks a lot of boxes for ordinary rank and file followers of
the club. One of those targets is well on the way to being to being addressed and that is the ‘refreshed’ East stand with a new
roof being added as I write at a cost of around 3/4 of a million pounds. Those of you with memories of AGM’s past will recall
Barry Hearn saying that demolition of the stand itself would come in at around £1 million quid due to the asbestos problem
contained within the roof so this is a further sign of the commitment of the current board. Seeing as Hearn and Matt Porter
were on the verge of closing this stand altogether ten years ago I have to say that a revamp is well overdue but it is an investment. If you are looking at averaging 7,000 paying punters here then you need a fully operating four sided ground to do it.
OVER TO THE MASSES…
So we reached the stage where questions to the board and DOF got fired in. Martin Ling’s position at the club divides opinion
to say the least but he didn’t seem unduly worried about that, nor did he seemed too concerned that we had twenty players
out of contract in the summer. Or even being presented with a big squad rebuild in the offing as he and the ‘transfer committee’ are constantly keeping tabs on players throughout the year. Inevitably the question regarding ‘Do you know who the
new manager is going to be?’ came up and the answer from Ling was a blunt ‘We don’t know yet’. Although Jobi was praised
for the reaction he got from the players and results thus far (this was pre Cambridge) I wouldn’t say that it is certain that the
job will be offered to him at the end of the season. There were whispers that the board was split at one point over the direction we should take when it came to replacing Ross Embleton and that our next manager should come from outside the club.
Jobi, after a rocky start, pushed the team to the play-off fringes as was his brief and he would feel (I assume) that he’s done
enough to be given the gig full time along with an input as to how the squad for next season shapes up. I suppose we’ll just
have to wait and see but whoever is passed the poison chalice of running the O’s 1st team they will have to hit the ground running as soon as the season finishes in a few weeks time.
More questions came in and Luke Lambourne managed to ask one of mine in regards to the salary cap effecting our summer
plans. Ling said due to the present agreement being overturned at arbitration (PFA 1 EFL 0) meant that we had to juggle our
budget a little but overall we will be competitive at this level as we aim for the ‘constant improvement’ that the O’s

have shown over the past four seasons.
SUMMING UP…
More questions flew in, raging from ‘Has our landlord helped out with our rent this season’? The answer being ‘Yes’ according
to Nigel Travis (although he wouldn’t expand on it) and are we getting a new ‘Hybrid’ pitch anytime soon? Again, ‘Yes, but not
this coming season’ came the reply from Danny Macklin, so it will be the usual repair job during the summer for now. There is
also scope for a prime pre season friendly against a big club taking place at the O’s as a ‘test event’. So keep your eyes peeled
for Southend United rolling into Leyton sometime around the end of July. As I said earlier there is an excellent opportunity to
go through this meeting in depth and the link is as follows https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeXN5xxkUJU which will allow
you to see for yourself if you haven’t already.
The East Stand: Not the same without the ‘Moaning section’
So what can we take away from
all this? Well, as I said after last
year’s AGM I think that from the
point of view of a league two club
Orient are better placed than
most to ride out the covid crisis in
the short and medium term than
a lot of other similar (and bigger)
clubs in the EFL. We have finance
in place and incoming for the immediate future and as the board
reiterated Orient will have a competitive budget to achieve success
in 21/22 season. Off the field the
commercial and streaming operation is simply light years ahead
from even Barry Hearn’s time
here and although some of the
constant pleas to buy something or other from the club can grate from time to time it is a set up that is vital to Orient’s revenue streams and in some ways one to be proud of. Considering that the ‘Orientear‘ and a fair few fans have been critical of
this side of the club’s operation down the years (there was one point in the mid 1980’s where sightings of an Orient replica
shirt were rarer than a trophy at Tottenham) you have to acknowledge that we are finally getting something right in this respect.
Of course despite the stability and commitment at boardroom level the elephant in the room is that there have been times
since our promotion back to the football league that Leyton Orient have looked like they have been treading water where it
matters to most supporters - on the pitch. There have been mitigating factors such as the tragic loss of Justin Edinburgh
alongside the appointments of Carl Fletcher and Ross Embleton as first team coaches that didn’t come off for us and which
have-some would argue-held the club back, but you can’t help but get the feeling that the next managerial appointment simply has got to be spot on, for no other reason than the club is in an unusually good position to capitalise on it for once. Going
back to the beginning of this article, the O’s may not be a genuine ‘sleeping giant’ but there is a real opportunity here to build
a new generation of fans that are local and find the club attractive and affordable compared to the likes of Spurs and Arsenal.
A successful O’s team would bring new support in and hopefully keep them coming as long as there is a club here in Leyton.
Nigel Travis should also bare in mind that backing ideas such as ‘project big picture’ because U.S owned Liverpool and Manchester United are pushing the plans is basically voting against ourselves in relation to downgrading a product that is still massively popular amongst football supporters up and down the country. If there is anything to be learned from the fiasco of the
aborted European breakaway it’s that the people who run those outfits are not friends of clubs like Orient and whatever
ideas/concessions they want from the EFL it will never, ever, be enough for them until every slither of hope for a competitive
league pyramid is crushed for good.
I’ll finish off by posting a link to last season’s club accounts. Feel free to peruse them at your leisure (and last seasons) and
you can access them on the orient 1881wordpress site. Let’s hope the next shareholders meeting has actual shareholders in
the room and that we are looking ahead to our first season back in league one since 2015. https://wordpress.com/post/
orient1881.wordpress.com/1731

Goodbye to all that…

Gareth Platt takes a reflective look at the season drawing

to a close and a cheeky peek ahead to the next one.
Taking stock of Orient’s season: it is hard to imagine it being any more topsy-turvy but it looks like having an expected end.
As I sit down to write these notes with just the home game against Carlisle and the away trip to Salford to come, it
seems as if now is as good a time as any to try to take stock of Orient’s 2020/21 campaign, a season like no other
before and hopefully not one that will ever be repeated again. That is not because I am majorly disappointed at
how the good ship Orient has fared, just that after a late start to the season, having been locked out for all but two
matches, our enforced exit from the League Cup (incidentally wasn’t it interesting that after Tottenham’s defeat in
the final last Sunday that Man City and us are the only teams to remain unbeaten in that competition- exalted company indeed!), the squad going into isolation for two weeks back in the autumn and of course the eventual sacking
of Ross to be replaced by Jobi; I am not sure that I would have believed anyone that told me this was how 2020/21
was going to play out. Here’s hoping 2021/22 is the very definition of normality, I think we all need it!

So how do we even begin to describe the last six or seven
months? Thinking back to the very early part of the season
there was the win away at Forest Green in the League Cup
followed by a home victory over Plymouth in the second
round and that smash and grab win at Oldham thanks to a
very late goal from DJ before things shuddered to a grinding
halt after the home game against Mansfield. That was of
course the day when a significant number of our squad tested positive for Covid-19 causing the postponement and
eventual annulment of our third round League Cup tie
against Spurs.
The programme cover for the Spurs

Returning to action without even having time to train in preparation
against Cheltenham was always going to be a big ask, especially
knowing what we know now about the Robins’ play-off credentials:
with just three matches to play they sit atop the table and look nailed on for automatic promotion. That defeat
started a run where we picked up just one point, away at Barrow, in four games.
game that never made it

Heading to Prenton Park to face Tranmere Rovers in late October I have to admit I feared the worst for our prospects, not least because as Rovers are my hometown team and I know a few fellow football obsessives who follow
the Wirral club. I knew how bitter they felt about being harshly relegated from League One on the basis of Points
Per Game, how good they felt their team still was and the fact that they were hardly lacking in motivation to stick it
to the EFL. However, Ross Embleton’s men chose that Tuesday night to show what they were capable of. A second
half goal from DJ (who else at that stage of the season?) was enough to secure the three points and spark a miniunbeaten run of four matches which covered victory at Stevenage, a creditable draw against a decent Exeter City
side and a hard-fought 1-0 win over Bradford City.

As soon as we thought things were starting to click for the O’s our form dipped again, this was very much to become the story of our season, with good runs of results over three or four matches seemingly immediately followed
by poor runs of similar length where we struggled to pick up any points at all.
None of us who were there on that special day on the 12th of December will ever forget what it felt like to get back
to some form of normality. The 2-1 come from behind win over at the time league leaders Newport was special
because it had been so very long since the faithful were allowed into our spiritual home. The O’s didn’t disappoint,
and I have to confess when Brophy’s late winner went in it brought a tear to the eye such was the realisation of
how tough this season has been for all football fans.

Of course this being Orient version 2020/21, we followed that really positive result with three defeats on the spin
and going into the last game of the calendar year at home to Southend, it felt like we were very much in sortourselves-out-and-quick territory if we truly had
aspirations of a higher up the table finish. We did enough against the Shrimpers and followed that up with a good
win over Salford (incidentally even though the National League days are well and truly behind us, didn’t it feel good
to beat them?) and then a win at home to Morecambe before going down at the New Lawn against Forest Green. A
result that sparked a run of just 3 points from a possible 21 and ultimately spelt the end for Ross’ tenure as Head
Coach.

Since Jobi took over as Interim Player-Manager, there have been real signs of progress in the way that results have
very much picked up and the way we look like a better and more cohesive team. Well at least until we went to
Roots Hall last Saturday against the seemingly doomed Southend and put in the kind of “on-the-beach” performance that teams sometimes do when they either think they only need to show up to win or don’t really believe
they can make the play-offs. In truth though it felt watching that game that the defeat by Cambridge the previous
Tuesday had all but put paid to our play-off aspirations.

As things stand, we sit in eleventh spot and while the five-point gap doesn’t make the play-offs mathematically out
of reach it looks like it would require something of a miracle to make it. It looks like top half and ideally top ten stability might be the limit of our ambitions this time around.

Going forward into what will hopefully be a much more normal season the first item on Nigel and the Board’s agenda will be to decide whether Jobi has done sufficiently well to be offered the manager’s job on a full-time basis?
Things haven’t been completely perfect since he replaced Ross but there have definitely been signs of progress and
we seem to have developed a better level of consistency: six wins and four draws in his fourteen matches at the
helm provide some testimony to that.

Beyond results and performances on the pitch though there are bigger issues to be dealt with at the club given the
sheer number of players who do not as yet have a contract for next season, plus the loanees who will return to
their parents clubs means there is a huge amount of work for Martin Ling and co to do to establish the squad for
next year. Certainty in who is going to be in the dugout might help with the preparations for next season and hopefully a bona fide push for promotion. Especially given the instability we have experienced in the role ever since Justin so tragically passed away.

Beyond what happens next season and where we finish, I think we would all welcome just being able to go to the
matches like we used to. I have thoroughly enjoyed the whole Orient TV experience out of necessity but the true
magic of following a team is to be able to go and watch them play. If we are back to some kind of normality in
terms of the way we have to live our lives next season and the O’s continue on their upward trajectory then we
could be in for quite some adventure. Here’s hoping anyway!

Up the O’s!

For more football/ Orient obsessive musings:

Twitter - @GazFootballNerd

Football Nerd - https://

Next season’s rebuild starts here...

Now when I was a lad (here we
go again) corona was a soft drink and not a disease.
The impact of this terrible virus on all our lives
cannot be overestimated and it’s hard to speak to
anyone who hasn’t had someone they know directly affected by it. It therefore seems writing about it in a football
context is rather trite but the Government seems to realise sport does directly influence the state of mind of a
large swathe of our population, hence their decision to keep elite sport going where otherwise logic dictated it
should not. I know that calling Leyton Orient “elite sport” does seem a bit fanciful but bear with me on this one.

I’m ever grateful for the one match I actually got to
see this season against Newport. It was good one
to be at with the O’s doing their normal trick of
playing badly one half but then playing far better in
the other to thankfully win the game and send the
lucky ones there home with a smile on their faces.
The fans really made a difference that day.
For that one truly live game it was a win not only
literally for the Orient football team but for those
behind the scenes who worked so hard to make it
happen but sadly with the upturn of Covid it all
This joke brought to you courtesy of 1973
proved fruitless. Personally I was placed in the
away seats in the East stand which turned out to be a great place to see all three goals even if I was allocated a restricted view seat – a truly Orient thing to do with less than 2000 in the ground.
Supposedly the players were expected to “self-isolate” after scoring with celebrations to be kept to a minimum but
only in theory it seems. Lee Angol did at least try that after his late goal against Morecombe but I think it was as
much a case of disbelief by his teammates that he’d scored meant they kept their distance. With the inevitable
clear out that is surely imminent it may well be his last one in an Orient shirt.
Match days this season have been poor fare, as what can compare to a pint (or 2 or…) of foaming ale in the Supporters Club before and often after the game with friends and acquaintances? Certainly not a lonely cup of tea in
front of the computer screen in the spare room that’s for sure. Sorry Olly and co you’re no substitute for my own
lot of Eastside moaners who give an understandably more brutal assessment of what’s happening. Seeing it remotely is better than nothing I suppose and I’ve stuck with
it home and away but I’m still just as upset at a poor performance (of which there have far been too many) sitting
at home as I am watching in the flesh except the wife hasn’t had the chance for me to calm down before she sees
me, plus I’m still sober. Meanwhile back on the field we’ve
following the trend of inconsistency that is happening in
most divisions. Despite what some would have us think
we’re not that bad and indeed we’ve occasionally played
some good stuff but only in patches and often in a game
I’m better than you think I am– well I could hardly be worse could I?
that we ultimately lost or drawn.

I do feel that watching our live games on a screen has meant far greater criticism than at a match with its distractions of passing the sweets around or wondering if you can get to the loo and back while a player is receiving
treatment. There is probably also an unconscious tendency to compare our live streams with the quality of what
we’re seeing in other more “elite” football on our tv screens and we’re never going to reach those dizzy heights.
Disappointment inevitably must follow.
League defeats went in double figures by January and with so many players out of contract at the end of the season the 4 new signings in that window were desperately needed. They look good on paper but don’t they always?
At least in loan signings Freeman and Abrahams it was on a try before you buy basis which is just as well as neither
has shown that they should be here next season. My initial disappointment in Kemp is now forgotten as he’s
shown his worth with some more influential performances. I guess the thinking is that he could be Jobi’s long term
replacement when the old fella finally hangs up his boots but although he’s still got some way to go at least we
can see why we were tracking him for so long. As for Adam Thompson I like what I’ve seen so far and I think next
season we’ll realise what a big miss he was in our fated playoff chase.Playing so many weeks of Saturday / Tuesday meant things could change quickly but apart from Bolton and possibly Morecombe no one really grabbed the
opportunity that was there to be had. We screwed up and our inability to turn defeats into draws or draws into
wins says much about the character and possibly even complacency of the squad. However in truth it never really
felt like we were watching a promotion side did it?
Of course we wanted promotion, especially as we will surely lose some of our better out of contract players like
Vigouroux, Johnson and Wilkinson without it. Lose too many of them and our weakened team could struggle to
challenge next year and a golden opportunity will be lost, with the “bigger” or at least better supported teams like
Bradford, Bristol Rovers etc most likely benefiting from the return of supporters to their grounds. We need the
youngsters like Dan Kemp, Hector Kyprianou and hopefully Shadrach Ogie to kick on next season as they surely
will to give us long suffering supporters a much need boost.
Everyone knows you don’t follow the Orient for the glory. Our high points are few and far between but boy are
they sweet and made more so when you can celebrate them with friends and fellow devotees. There’s nothing
quite like the atmosphere after a vital win when you’re surrounded by likeminded people. So of course we wanted
the O’s to go on a run and propel themselves into the play offs but given the continuation of the coronavirus situation what would that have meant in practice for us supporters?
After 17th May the rules are that larger outdoor seated venues such as football stadia will be allowed 10,000 people or be
a quarter full whichever is the smaller, meaning we could accommodate just over 2300 fans. For anyone without a ticket
it would mean a vital knockout game watched in your front
room on a laptop. If somehow we reached Wembley that figure would probably still be below 4500 given the opposition
allocation plus the preference for the EFL to give away tickets
to third parties would presumably continue. So for the unlucky ones it’s a final on your television to be watched on your
own with only a WhatsApp group for company – great.
Orient’s transfer committee in action

Now compare that to the semi-final game against Peterborough in 2014 or (for the oldies out there) the Final win
against Wrexham in 1989 and the celebrations that followed. A win followed by (quite a few) drinks in the Supporters Club or the Coach and Horses? A trip down Wembley Way after drinking at the adjacent beer hall or the
Green Man down the road? No they surely wouldn’t have happened, or at least not in the way we would have
wanted. It’s a sad fact that sometimes pre or post-match is better than the match itself but it was ever thus and

there’s nothing quite like a pint and a moan with mates to sooth the emotions that come from watching Leyton Orient. Just
how much would victory in a promotion push without the shared emotion feel like a hollow victory? I don’t know but I think
I’d still have liked to have found out.
With the potential opening up of society given the somewhat unexpectedly very successful roll out of the vaccinations hopefully we’ll be watching the O’s at Leyton Stadium at the start of next season in some way or the other. One thing we can surely
agree on though is that there’s nothing quite like being at a game – win lose or draw. Let’s hope that it turns out that we’re
doing that in a safe environment sooner rather than later so we can finally start to banish those coronavirus blues.
Perhaps it will turn out that Boris Johnson and his government are just like the Orient and that you can’t even rely on them to
let you down either.

Up the O’s.
EastsideO
@EastsideOrient

LEYTON ORIENTEAR INFORMATION
LEGACY SUPPORTERS: Pete, Aynsley, Jamie, Tom, Martin, Phil, Gareth, Peter, Steve R,Matt and anyone that knows
us.
SUBSCRIPTIONS: Your guess is as good as ours. Basically in the words of Martin Ling; ‘we don’t know’. In fact
we’re not too sure of the best way to go on from here. Does the ‘Ear stay digital or when the glorious day comes
that we can sell you a hard copy at the ground again do we go back to that? Any feedback will be appreciated. You
can’t get away from the fact that the dear old Orientear has plodded on for (and I can’t believe this either) thirty five
years and maybe in the high tech world of instant social media, blogs and podcasts its time to call it a day. We’d like
to think that there is still life in the old mag yet and that is of course dependent on people reading and just as importantly writing for it. For the time being we’ll keep going but seeing as the club appears to be entering a new progressive era we’d like to throw our pages open to anyone with a view on the O’s or football in general, especially if
you are a young fan just starting to enjoy your O’s fix or somebody who wants to see more written about the youth
or women's teams at the O’s and is prepared to cover them for us. And don’t worry, we still accept sarcasm, misinformed moaning and downright drivel. It’s never stopped us before.
In the meantime you can contact us and request a PDF of this and the last three issues at
editor@leytonorientear.com. They are free downloads so what’s not to like?
Should we go back to hard copy production we’ll be in touch with begging letters faster than a Danny Macklin sales
drive. Speaking of which there is some ‘Ear merch’ available if you so desire. Get in touch for details.
BACK ISSUES: To be honest if we have any floating around I don’t know where they are. Incredibly there are a few
on ebay and there even might be some residing in my shed. That’s if I can fight my way through the horrific mountain of junk that resides in there along some sort of woodland creature that I am too frightened to confront. Email us
if you are looking to add to your collection of misery from the past three and a half decades.
ORIENTEAR ARCHIVE: Believe it or not there is a blogsite out there with quite a few articles and interviews that
we’ve done down the years and it is available for free at orient1881@wordpress.com. Proof that in cyberspace no
one can hear you scream.
‘EAR PODCAST: It might happen. Has anyone got any string and baked bean tins going spare?
SOCIAL MEDIA. You can find us on http://www.leytonorientear.com/ facebook and twitter. We are working on upgrading these sites. Honest.
LEYTON ORIENTEAR FC: Always welcome new players. Contact steve@leytonorientear.com if you fancy a Saturday
morning game when things get back to something resembling normality.

The Martin Strong Diaries.
Well that was, I think you will all agree, a wildly exciting season (not). There
was never going to be the drama of a relegation dog fight for us, it being
quite easy to pick out at least a couple of teams who were always going to be
worse than us, but on the other hand when we played anyone half decent it
was clear that even reaching up and getting into the top seven, in my opinion, was always going to be beyond us.
Sure there was a brief spell where we perhaps could have threatened to have
an extended season, but let’s face it it was never really seriously on. I predicted long ago that we would finish about twelve and it actually amazed me that with just four games to play we still
had a slim outside chance of finishing in the top seven.
We all agree that our National League winning season 2018/19 was truly one of the all time great campaigns in our
history but lets be honest since we’ve been back in the league its all been rather dull. Still we really shouldn’t complain I suppose – some of us are old enough to remember those really boring seasons in the sixties and seventies. In
those days with no play-offs and only two points for a win, if you were mid table come January, your season was
effectively over with little to play for in the remaining matches. Looking
back we went to many meaningless games towards the end of the season
and you wonder in hindsight why did we bother to go when there was
nothing to play for ?
The award for the all time bore of a season must surely go to 1974-75. We
finished twelve in the second division sixteen points away from promotion
and ten clear of relegation. Of our forty-two league games played, twelve
ended 0-0. Remarkably given our relatively high position we were the lowest scorers in the division with just twenty-eight goals. We got double the
amount of points than bottom side Sheffield Wednesday got, yet they still
scored more goals than we did. Our top league scorer was Derek Possee
with a mighty seven.
The introduction of the play-offs together with awarding three points for a
win has vastly improved the game in this country, of that there can be no
arguing, though I can remember in the first season of the play-offs in Division Four (yes at one point there was a
division four !) Wolves finished, if my memory serves me well, twenty-six points ahead of Aldershot in the final
league table, yet in the end it was the Shots who went up via the play-offs. There was a big outcry in certain quarters at the time that it was all totally unfair and the new format should be scrapped but it was thankfully retained
and rightly so.
Possee: A magnificent 7

In true Orient fashion we finished fifth in the fourth the year before they were introduced so we missed out there
with just the top four going straight up, and it was also typical Orient that our only success in the play-offs in 198889 came in a two legged final , a year before the finals were played at Wembley.
For all you trivia fans out there – and lets face it who isn’t a trivia fan - our last Wembley win was in a league match
there in 1930 so that when we finally get a victory at the venue I’m pretty sure we will be the club that have gone
the longest time between wins at the stadium. According to my records however we could well be trumped on this
by the fact that Cardiff City last won there in the FA Cup final in 1927 so a win there for them now would make
them record holders. Interesting stuff, eh ?
And while on the subject of meaningless information has any one else noticed that we haven’t scored a penalty in
the league yet this season. As I write this before the Carlisle game we are one of only three sides in the league to

spot all year has been Lee Angol’s effort against AFC Wimbeldon in the Micky Mouse Cup. As it stands at the moment our two failed attempts in the League, both by Danny Johnson could well turn out to be the difference between him reaching twenty league goals this season which would be a shame. It may be of course that you are now
reading this with the ginger legend having scored a hat trick of pens against the Cumbrians, if that’s the case then I
apologise it wouldn’t be the first time that I’ve written rubbish in this mighty mag over the past thirty five years.
For those remotely interested 1991-92 was the last time we managed to go the whole campaign without a single
penalty success.
And so we look forward now with baited breath for 2021-22. Who will be our manager ? Who will be in our team ?
Will we be allowed back in to watch ? Grumpy old man that I am I still don’t like the fact that after so many years I
am not a ‘season ticket holder’ any more but am now a ‘season card holder’. O well not to worry roll on season fifty
-six for me.
Have a good summer , up the O’s

Strongo.
**********************************************

Leyton Orientear Poll and survey 2020/2021
As it’s the final Orientear of the season its time to hand out the annual Oscars and raspberries to the
great and not so good at the club. Seeing as there hasn’t been any away trips this campaign we’ve held
that category over this time. Although Julian and his ladder at Forest Green last August is probably the
nearest you could get for a ‘Trip of the season’ vote coming in this time around. There are the usual
awards of player/idiot of the season and a few questions relating to other issues such as league restructuring. Anyway its over to you. Please can we have your returns by 10th July.

1. Orientear Player of the season.
2. Orientear Idiot of the season
3. Best game of the season
4. Worst game of the season (I think I know the winner already)
5. Best goal of the season
6. Are you happy with the new manager’s appointment?

7. How was the streaming experience for you?
8. Are you renewing your season card
9. If premier league B teams were admitted into leagues one
and two would it make think twice about following Orient?
10. Are you confident that we’ll hit the targets in Orient ‘5 year
plan’?

Director of football:
Does it work for us?
It’s no secret that the name Martin Ling divides opinion amongst
the O’s support. He’s certainly has an association with Leyton Orient that has spanned the best part of twenty five years and in that
time he has been a player, coach, manager and now director of
football. But this summer our DOF is coming to the end of his current contract and, along with the position of first team manager,
there’s not much in the way of news confirming that the man who
plays a huge role in the day to day running of the O’s will be with
the club next season. So with that in mind we are carrying two articles that came in relating to the overall record of Martin Ling. To
kick off Pete Ranger takes a retrospective look back at his record
since he returned to the club back in 2017.

Since Martin Ling's appointment as Director of Football 4 years ago its somewhat of an understatement to say that
his time has not gone without criticism, some of it justified, some of it not so much.
Traditionally, English clubs have been run entirely by the manager, which when you think about it, makes little
sense. You hire a manager for how good he is at managing footballers and football teams. Not because they know
about managing the business side of football. Whilst it was never properly explained by the club, it seemed it's
been Ling's job to manage the day to day admin of the club, leaving the football to the manager and his coaches.
The two main things he'll likely to be judged on by Orient fans are the players he's bought in and the managers he's
appointed.
Players:
I'd say Ling is looking at a decent success rate on the players he's bought into the club in the last four years. Whilst
there have been more misses than we'd all have liked, the good does outweigh the bad and clearly its a strength of
his. There will always be questions over the signing of Sam Ling but at the time he was one of the best full backs in
the NL and if he'd had a different surname most fans would've been much more positive about his signing. That's
not to say its worked out as hoped nor that he should be kept beyond the end of this season. But signings the calibre of Bonne, Vigouroux, Johnson and Ekpiteta (among others) should be commended before anyone jumps in to
criticise the bad signings. For the most part, each time the club has made signings they've improved upon what is
already there and with a big summer of recruitment coming up his eye for a player could well important. Consider
the overall quality of players he bought in to replace the 2006 promotion winning side. If he pulls off that kind of
transfer business again we could be looking at another promotion winning side.
Managers
This one however does not reflect well on Ling's time as Director of Football. Aside from the appointment of Justin
Edinburgh, Ling's managerial appointments have been poor. Steve Davis seemed out of his depth very quickly,
though you could perhaps argue that the haste in which an appointment needed to be made didn't allow for a
proper search. Whilst the initial appointment of Ross Embleton was also a situation where the right decision was
almost impossible to make. However the appointment of Carl Fletcher and the second appointment of Ross Embleton are aberrations that cannot be explained away.

He’ll always have Oxford away in 2006

After the appointment of Justin Edinburgh, Ling himself came out and said that success at NL level had become the key indicator of who they wanted to take over as manager. This was then thrown out of window for Fletcher's appointment, a man who
had managed once, briefly 8 years previously in a Plymouth side falling apart due to financial problems. Fletcher's subsequent
29 days in charge were so bad I'm surprised he hasn't started his own interview training firm, as that might actually make him a
millionaire.

The second appointment of Ross Embleton was bizarre from the beginning. With
Embleton having stood down previously, telling the media he didn't want the manager's job, it seemed strange that Ling persisted in persuading him to come back a
second time, despite results being inconsistent to say the least first time around.
The inconsistency continued into this season
until Embleton struggled to integrate the January signings that were supposed to herald a
play off charge and yet his sacking appeared
Lasted just long enough to sell him
to come from above Ling's head. That we
a scarf from the club shop
were only officially out of the play offs with
two games left does also suggest that the club were perhaps too hasty to appoint McAnuff straight away when other experienced managers were available.
Ross: Gone. Back. Gone again
When you consider Ling's recruitment of players and managers over the last four years, it is difficult to say that he's done a
good job. Yes, we're in a higher position than the board's initial expectations and we've seen some excellent signings but this
season does feel like a missed opportunity, caused by poor managerial appointments. There's nothing to say that next season won't
see us continue on the upward trajectory of the previous seasons
but if things don't turn out that way then the club and us supporters might just end up rueing that missed opportunity.
PR

Can Ling provide another moment like this again?

Ding a Ling? Ask not for whom the bell tolls…
As the season dribbles to an unsatisfactory conclusion, we’re all asking questions about
the way forward. The club is clearly at a very significant crossroads this summer, with our
Manager, the majority of the first team squad, and the Director of Football all out of contract. Throw in plenty of churn amongst the backroom staff and the Academy, plus unresolved issues over where the financing of next year’s operating losses will come from,
and it feels like a rebuild bigger than any since Messrs Travis and Teague’s takeover four
years ago might be in order. That is because this summer is the point at which we finally
move on from Justin Edinburgh’s untimely passing. Institutional grief is a strange thing,
but in an industry as suffused with emotion as football it’s as necessary as if the bereaveChuck Berry. Could do a job. ment were personal. But the time is long overdue for us to give someone the space to
drag the Club out of the shadow of the only first team Manager (or Coach) who has delivered success under the current regime.
We’re only just beginning to put the components together for what we hope will be a successful promotion campaign next season, with us all back in the ground and following the team around the country. In particular, the role
of the Director of Football is key to our prospects: it’s an unusual one for a Club of our size, is freighted with substantial power, but often escapes scrutiny and seems poorly defined to many of us on the margins.
This article is not intended to be a forensic analysis of Martin Ling’s tenure and his occasionally contradictory, dissembling and downright grumpy public statements. Others have already done that job far better than I could. Nor
is it an attempt to provide a balance sheet of his successes and failures – you can find a good one of those elsewhere in this edition. So if you haven’t tired of Ling pieces yet, prepare yourself for some good old fashioned polemic.
Let’s go back to the very beginning. In the summer of 2017, with our new owners still busy with their many and
various day jobs on the other side of the ocean, one of Ling’s very first duties was to be the harbinger of the new
regime. And to the bemusement of many, in his very first interview in the job he infamously pronounced Kent’s
surname as “Tee-ah-gyoo”. An eccentric choice, given that “Teague” reads almost identically to “League”, a word
which Martin must have come across quite a few times during his career. As someone
with a slightly leftfield name myself, I’ll admit that it’s not the ideal start to a relationship if someone is a bit careless with the spelling or pronunciation of it early doors.
Even though there were some particularly rancid moments in the autumn of 2017, culminating in the ugly scenes at Solihull in Justin Edinburgh’s first match in charge, most
of us were forgiving of the faltering progress during the first few months of the new
regime, given the mess it inherited and the haste with which Ling had to throw the new
squad together. Justin’s arrival was the true key to our renaissance, and some have
pointed to his success working alongside Ling as an indicator that the structure can
work. Of course, that particular arrangement worked precisely because Edinburgh was
so capable and pro-active – beginning with him taking the initiative to contact the Club
about the vacancy and giving Ling and the board a very easy decision to make. And he
Goes well with an O‘nut’
was so forceful and energetic in the 18 months he was here that he left Ling relatively
little to do around the first team squad. With dynamism and a playing career that surpassed his notional boss’s, we
had found a winning formula (or a winning formula had found us).
In his book “The Challenge Culture” Nigel Travis speaks about accountability a lot, and we’ve been treated to a few
moments in recent seasons where Ling has been wheeled out to face the fans, and squirmed uncomfortably in the
face of relatively gentle questioning. To be frank, even in his pomp he was never an accomplished media performer, and he presents as an intensely private man who doesn’t welcome the intrusion of poorly informed hobbyists
and professional busybodies into his business. On this point, I completely sympathise with him – so hopefully I can

be excused from saying it to his face. But in a role that is said to command the highest salary at the club, and wields
great power over others’ employment, it is more than a little jarring if it is held by someone who faces scrutiny
rarely and very reluctantly. Leadership is not really something that can be effectively delivered from the shadows.
Let’s consider the different mindsets of our two patrons here: Teague is wealthier, two decades younger, and his
judgment is less clouded by affection for the club and its history. While some of us may have been concerned about
this last point, it does permit him to be more dispassionate and clear-sighted about the value of the Club’s employees and what they achieved long before he had even heard of Leyton Orient. It also means he is less concerned
about legacy, and more about the present day. American venture capitalists can be a bit like that, in my experience.
Having said that, Travis is also clear about
the value of constructive pushback within
an organisation, and clearly welcomes challenge. Given the people that Ling has tended to recruit and surround himself with in
his second spell at the Club, and how he
responds to challenge in public appearances, it doesn’t seem that he shares that philosophy. The signature example of how this
played out was in how much of his own
credibility he invested in his protégé Ross
Embleton, whose professional fealty to Ling
was near total: Embleton had never had a
job in senior football that hadn’t come
through Martin Ling.

Nigel Travis: Looking at the next level

Hindsight is 20/20, but I have previously written in the Orientear arguing that Mr Embleton was palpably out of his
depth from the beginning. And, let’s be honest – managing Orient ain’t that deep, bruv. In the wake of the Fletcher
farrago, once Ling decided to appoint Embleton full time, the die seemed cast – their fates were inextricably bound:
succeed together, or fail together. Yet Ling has since managed to alienate Embleton’s own personal fan club by giving the appearance of chucking him under a passing 97 bus in order to save his own skin. This is a little unfair, given
that Ling has never truly been in charge of events, but has been morosely firefighting multiple crises ever since returning to the Club, save the 18 months when Justin Edinburgh more or less dealt with the senior team for him.
And by never achieving the strategic control implied in the title of “Director”, Mr Ling has increased the Club’s exposure to financial risk – not just through the botched appointment of Fletcher, the appointment of a luxurious but
untested coaching staff, and payoffs for club stalwarts who left “by mutual consent”, but most notoriously through the COVID outbreak that raged through the Club back in September.
The loss of the Tottenham match cost us at least £150,000 (as well as the prospect of an upset, another lucrative
match and maybe even a cup run to follow), at a time when the Club was desperate for the revenue. There are
many contributory factors for the Club’s failure to stem the outbreak, and more than one person had a hand in
overseeing the seriousness of what was unfolding, but given Ling is on record saying he is responsible for the football side of the whole Club, we must presume that the buck stopped with him. Remember – although Travis arrived
on a white horse and successfully deflected the smoke onto the EFL, its hard to recall another football league club
incurring an outbreak on the scale that we did, and this all happened before the more infectious Kent (lol) variant
took over.
We are told that Ling has multiple responsibilities at the club – although the key one (and the most easily measurable) is that of appointing the Head Coach beneath him. He had made five such appointments (we count Embleton
twice, and not Jobi – Jobi wasn’t really his choice, no matter what Ling would have you believe now) and the only
one of those five that has proved successful was the one who landed in his lap.

Their recent interviews suggest that both Ling and McAnuff are pitching for the job to re-build the squad for next
season, and the slew of job ads that the club has just had out suggest the club is still hedging its bets on the way
forward. This is reflected in recent performances on the pitch, which indicate that the playing staff are getting
mixed messages about their futures. Poor planning and execution in the period when Embleton initially held the
fort after Justin’s death led to a botched transition when Ross nobly stepped down in October 2017. Because of the
two poor appointments that followed, we have wasted nearly 18 months and are now going through that transition
at the business end of a season in a weak division instead of midway through the previous one when most of us
would have accepted that consolidation was enough, in the
circumstances. It has also not gone unnoticed that Mr
Teague has been unusually reticent ever since Fletchergate,
and there are plausible suggestions that he is less keen to
chuck more money in while this situation remains unresolved. It has been frustrating to see the momentum from
our promotion bleed away, and to see talent leave the
squad and the backroom staff over the last two seasons.
Danny Webb’s parting words to Ling may have been harsh,
but they channelled a deeper discontent and frustration
growing around the squad and the Club since our return to
the league. And they were understandable coming from
someone who felt he could be in contention for another
crack at the role if Fletcher didn’t work out. Rather unfortuKent: Where have you been mate?
nately for Mr Ling, his name has ended up all over the dismal story of our women’s team being cut adrift (explored in more detail elsewhere in this edition) as it spreads
across the media, even though the words attributed to him don’t read like his own, nor was he the architect of the
decision. But such are the risks of operating in the background, I guess.
We admire Mr Ling’s courage for speaking up about his struggles with his mental health. There are many at The
Orientear who understand these struggles all too well themselves. And we also understand why Mr Travis, a man
with a long history working in HR, wants to protect someone he has debt of gratitude to for helping make Orient
viable again by putting a squad (that included Jobi McAnuff) and staff together at short notice in the summer of
2017. And obviously every Orient fan above the age of 30 recognises Martin Ling as the man who dragged Orient
out of the basement division 15 years ago – this will never be forgotten. But let’s try to be dispassionate – take
these two things away, and how many Orient fans would defend someone else in his post performing as he is in the
here and now? Martin Ling was an excellent footballer, and has always been able to recognise similar qualities in
others. But based on his recent public appearances, and the effect that contract renewal discussions seem to have
had on the squad in recent weeks, it’s hard to believe he has a positive motivational effect on the people under his
charge. Perhaps Jobi isn’t ready to take on every single aspect of running the football side of the Club, and would
benefit from some support and mentoring. Largely absentee owners need someone they can trust to run the Club
on a day to day basis, and this season they have been even more absent than usual. It is unlikely to be a coincidence that we’ve endured more than one serious slip-up off the pitch (those on the pitch are less unexpected).
But with the pandemic slowly coming to an end, and Travis free to spend more time in the UK generally now that
he’s no longer Dunkin daily, the Director of Football role is likely much smaller than it was a year ago, and – if we
are to persist with it – would benefit from some fresh ideas.
We’ve never been shown an organogram for LOFC, so it’s not entirely clear how reporting lines and accountabilities
run. But perhaps the flexibility this provides might be a saving grace – after all, successful teams are based on finding the right blend of people – the structure is secondary. Making the structure the master of the people can lead
to similarly constipated outcomes as we’ve seen on the pitch over the years: the formation must suit the players,
not the other way about.
With his contract up this summer, and his allies at the Club seemingly reduced to just one – albeit the most influential of all – we can’t help but wonder what colour is next to his own name on the Board’s spreadsheet? If it’s green,
we might start to wonder whether Nigel Travis tacitly agrees with Barry Hearn’s assessment of us as being “little
Leyton Orient”. But it does seem unlikely that he will stake his own success on Ling in the same way that Ling
staked his own on Embleton.
OBRONIO

Kicked into touch …
The news that Leyton Orient’s own Women’s team wasn’t in fact Orient’s own team broke last week and the fall
out has been messy to say the least. Kid Sampson grabbed a word with some of the players affected

Leyton Orient Women F. C Demoted by the club they represented.

I would genuinely rather write “Colin West é melhor que Pelé” in 20ft high weedkiller letters on the pitch at the
Maracanã than mention the name of our former owner. However it may surprise you to know that it was that particular madcap regime which resurrected women’s football in E10. Hidden amongst the monthly managerial musical
chairs, touchline arse-kicking and petty theft from Harrods was a press release that local side KIKK United would be
rebranding as Leyton Orient WFC. Admittedly it was a small sign of inclusivity when set against the grander scheme
of the club being machine-gunned by a lunatic, but an uncharacteristically progressive step nonetheless.
Fast forward to mid-April 2021 and that self-same women’s team would make LOFC history by competing in the
third round of the FAWC with a tie against West Ham awaiting the victors. Playing on the turf at the Breyer Group
Stadium in front of an online audience in excess of 4,000, LOWFC fell to a one-goal defeat to a team from the division above. “We lost, but we all walked away as players thinking ‘Wow, that felt great,’” says midfielder Lauren Heria. “It felt great to play in that stadium, it felt so good to pull on that shirt, to use those facilities. It felt so good to
have all these people watching our game. Yeah we lost, but we put on a great account of what we can do as players.
I felt we really proved ourselves and this was the opportunity to kick on.”
Two weeks later LOFC severed all ties, leaving LOWFC with just 10 days to re-name and re-orientate (de-orientate?)
themselves before their FA Tier 4 licence was due to be renewed. A war erupted on social media as conflicting and
accusatory statements were released by both sides. The story made both local & national news and criticism for
LOFC poured in from all quarters. According to their second statement LOFC would be making ‘no further comment
on this matter’. The players at LOWFC have no such intentions. Former editor Kid Sampson talked to three of them
as the ‘Ear attempts to shed some light on the shrouded minutiae of LOFC’s decision...

‘AN EXCITING TIME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF FEMALE FOOTBALL AT LEYTON ORIENT’ – LOFC Statement
LOFC’s announcement trumpeted a ‘new direction’; ‘an all-encompassing strategy to… launch an Academy’ as part
of a ‘bigger long-term picture involving increased activity and opportunities for more players’. Orient have been running a successful programme in partnership with Writtle College which saw young ladies over the age of 16 combine
their studies with professional coaching provided by the club. The intention is for the Academy to run age-group
teams from Under-9s upwards, with these sides forming a clear pathway to a first team side that now comes under
the complete control of the club. It’s a structured approach; one that copies the equivalent boy’s Academy and follows the blueprint of the Millwall Lionesses. The allure – and indeed common sense – of being able to oversee all
facets of a youth development pathway is plain to see and the scope of the plans impressive. “I’m all for having the
Academy and girls getting involved in football because that’s ultimately what we all want,” says LOWFC fullback
Cheryl Anderson. “But it just seems so backwards to not have us involved in it.”

‘This decision was communicated...without prior indication or discussion, so came as a complete shock.’ - LOWFC
Statement
The LOWFC statement describes LOFC’s decision as ‘intensely disappointing’ and having been
‘done so in an unhelpful and damaging way, without due consideration for players and volunteers’. Anderson was taken by surprise as well. “When the coaches were breaking the news I
immediately thought it would be one of two options [An end to the partnership, or an extension]. I thought it was going to be the other one. This is great, we’ll be more connected, there
will be a great support system and it’ll all fall into place. It came as more of a shock because I
was thinking that things were going to be so different.” Heria references feelings of shock in
her response as well. Defender Sophie Corcoran was less caught off guard. Having played for
LOFC at Under-18 level she feels more in tune with what was going on behind-the-scenes. “This has been on the
table for years. When I joined the U18s the ambition was to get rid of LOWFC,” she asserts. “LOFC had other ideas
and they’ve always had other ideas and I think that’s what makes it worse. If they were honest and said ‘Look, we
have no intention of keeping this club’ at the beginning of the season when we didn’t have to pay for kit, we didn’t
have to get into FAC3 for them, they didn’t send us all these empty promises it’d’ve been fine. But they didn’t and
now we have 10 days to make a new identity. They’ve thrown this club into the water when they knew this was
coming.”
‘We endeavoured to conduct… discussions with LOWFC with honesty, dignity and respect for them as an entity’ –
LOFC rebuttal statement
For their part, LOFC explain that they contacted LOWFC in March only to not receive a reply until early April, and no
potential date of a meeting before the 20th. Both the club and LOFT – who have been providing funding – claim that
they asked for budgets from LOWFC during pre-season in order to continue with support, but did not receive them
until mid-February. A source close to LOWFC admits that the administration of the club was not always perfect and
that the COVID-19 pandemic had meant that they were living day-to-day financially whilst support from LOFC steadily declined over time. For all the claims of shock from the management side of LOWFC, there were certainly indications that LOFC were moving in a different direction. When Nigel Travis and Kent Teague first came into LOFC, our
LOWFC source described them as ‘very helpful’ and provided the kit, travel expenses and more. But later on the
LOWFC staff were told they were no longer being invited to the annual Star Man dinner (Subsequently the club has
told us that LOWFC were invited to the Gala Dinner but the event ended up having to reduce the numbers present
and the same action applied to our male youth Academy). It was allegedly suggested to LOWFC by LOFC CEO Danny
Macklin that they play in men’s shorts because the ladies equivalent didn’t sell well enough in the club shop to justify having them made. (LOFC have since drawn our attention to a supply issue with the shorts but, moreover, there
was low demand for the women’s kit in the club shop and basically the club doesn’t stock items that do not sell - regardless of gender) A Director of Women’s Football, Derwent Jaconelli, was appointed by Martin Ling without prior
notice or consultation with LOWFC. When questioned, Ling is alleged to have replied “Don’t worry, it’s nothing to
do with you”, although the ‘Ear has subsequently learned that a plan was in place – in theory at least - to incorporate Jaconelli’s U-18 side into the existing LOWFC structure. This further muddies the already murky waters of who
knew what, and when. But what of the why?
“Our Board and management are in agreement that the name Leyton Orient should not be operated by a football team at any level over which the main club has no control.” - LOFC rebuttal statement.
With the outbreak of COVID and the subsequent cessation of revenue streams into the men’s team, it’s no surprise
that LOFC looked at areas in which they could save money. It chose to remove the £5,000 per annum funding from
LOWFC, whilst the Supporters’ Club followed suit by revoking their contributions. “We didn’t question it,” says Lauren Heria, matter of factly. “LOFC were financially challenged, so we didn’t question the Supporters’ Club not
putting money in. It’s hard times and we were just going to get down to work and play football which is all we want
to do.” “We were told that the funding was being taken away,” adds Anderson “But there are things we need to
have to be associated with LOFC, like the kit needs to have their specific badge on it.” But surely the comparatively
small price tag – equivalent to a month or so of Louis Dennis flailing around like a baby giraffe – wasn’t enough to
dissuade LOFC from supporting LOWFC for a season, even during the financial rigours of the pandemic? “You have
to invest in a Tier 4 team, and I don’t mean financially,” asserts Sophie Corcoran. “This is about putting energy towards it; wanting to take this group forward. They had no interest in doing that - you’d have to have blindfolds on
to not see it.

You don’t have to do any of that at Tier 7 [the county level that LOFC’s new team will have to be entered at]. Its just
a CSR [Corporate Social Responsibility] move to attract investors.

If you wanted to give those girls the pathway into top tier football that you’re promising it would be completely
logical to keep your Tier 4 team. I hope the girls see it... that they’re being used as financial pawns to attract investors.” It’s worth noting at this juncture, that all of the girls in the new Academy set up will have to pay for the privilege of representing Leyton Orient.
“Following the factually inaccurate and discrediting comments made in their [LOWFC’s] statement, we feel it
necessary to respond...” – LOFC rebuttal statement
In their statement, LOWFC assert that LOFC were offered “...the opportunity to take over our FA Women’s National
League tier 4, licence and manage the current women’s structure internally. However, LOFC declined even to consider or discuss this option.” This is a direct contradiction to LOFC’s stance, which dictates that the “proposed structure had been raised in meetings with LOWFC… it was made clear… that the management of LOWFC would not accept LOFC operating a development side in a lower position in the women’s pyramid.” It is here that LOFC’s argument hits its stickiest patch. The ‘Ear has been made aware of communications that suggest that the club narrative
is somewhat distorted. That not only did LOWFC agree to enter a development side, but had actively applied to the
local FA to do so. Our source also asserts that, not only was this done at the behest of LOFC, but that LOFC subsequently decided to drop the team when they realised that it would come under the LOWFC banner [due to FA regulations], rather than their own.
“We discussed in a Zoom call quite a while ago how we wanted to integrate the U18s,” claims Corcoran.
“They didn’t want to hear anything from our side; the excuse that we didn’t want to partake [in discussions] is complete and utter rubbish because we were never given the opportunity to. LOFC said in their statement about ‘taking
women’s football in a different direction’ and I’ll say this to them pretty clearly: If this is the direction you wish to
take then please stop now. They clearly haven’t learned any lessons from looking at the ESL – the fans don’t want
the game to become about money and this decision was taken purely on a financial basis.”
“We made it clear to them we would not approach any of their players… but should any elect to do so, that is
their prerogative” – LOFC rebuttal statement.
A line to make the jaw drop. Dripping with entitlement, it encapsulates the tone-deaf nature of Orient’s handling of
their decision. Cheryl Anderson is more diplomatic than I could have been: “It was insulting. We as a team are
strong and we all get on... we’re going to stick together. It’s annoying from our point of view… we could have been
role models for all these kids going to the academy. But for us it doesn’t make sense if we were to drop down and
play at a lower level when we’re good enough and competing at Tier 4.”
Heria is just as unequivocal: “For us as players and trust and respect with the LOFC board has gone. It would be impossible to play for a club that’s managed in this way. All of us are really upset that we’re not going to be representing the fans. I hope wherever we go that the fans will continue to support us.”
What Orient are doing – or perhaps more importantly, the way they are saying it – wouldn’t be seen in the male
game. Can you imagine Nigel Travis saying: “Sorry James Brophy, Lawrence Vigouroux and Danny Johnson, but I’m
not going to run this club any more. You can sort yourselves out. But you’re welcome to come and trial at my new
club in the Ryman Premier”...? It’s not very becoming of a supposed community club.
“LOFC have removed the women’s teams’ ability to play under the Orient name… without due consideration for
the players and volunteers” – LOWFC statement
“Collateral damage is a great way to sum it up,” agrees Lauren Heria. “Not only have our feelings not been taking
into account, I believe that the LOFC management completely underestimated our ability as women to respond.
They did not seem to expect this backlash which only goes to show how little they value the women’s game and the
players that play for them. They could have reached out to us on social media - which they’re very keen to do at the
moment but weren’t so keen to do when we were playing for them. To the fans who have been questioning this
decision and trying to understand it thank you and please continue to do so because at other clubs these decisions
have been made and not challenged [and it] carries so much weight. Not only is that cycle continuing, but the same

players continue to be caught up in it.” In her
final sentence Lauren is referring to Rea
Laudat, a player on loan at LOWFC from Charlton, who was caught up in the commotion last
time LOFC decided to cut ties with a women’s
football team; when the Centre Of Excellence
was closed to girls in 2010. Yes, LOFC has form
for this disappointing treatment of the women’s game, albeit under a different regime.
It would however be entirely disingenuous to
suggest that there’s not a league-wide precedent for the recent decisions and attitudes of
the LOFC board. There have been funding isIn F.A Cup action at the Breyer group stadium
sues at other affiliated women’s sides before,
most notably when the then-top division Notts County women were sacrificed because their inept male counterparts were relegated into non-league. Charlton’s women’s side was also abandoned upon Athletic’s relegation
“We will make no further comment on this matter” – LOFC rebuttal statement
Which is a crying shame. Orient were, for a time, perfectly happy to accept the publicity and reputational benefits
that came with the LOWFC connection and their success on the pitch. Whilst the original link-up announcement
during the reign of He Who Must Not Be Named remains on KIKK’s website, the LOFC equivalent reads ‘404 not
found’. The women’s ‘Squad’ tab on the official website is blank except for some imposing position headers which
scream ‘look at who we’ve erased’ as much as ‘watch this space’.
LOFC might be right in wanting to take the running of their women’s teams in-house. They are definitely right in
wanting to develop an Academy structure to give as many local girls as possible potential access to the game. They
might even be justified in not wanting to put their energies into running a Tier 4 side – what’s the point in doing
something you don’t want to do, for financial reasons or otherwise? But it’s undeniable that the way in which the
transition to the new structure has been handled has been poor. From failing to mention any of the footballing
achievements LOWFC achieved under the LOFC banner in their initial statement, to their desultory offer that the
players are welcome to join them at an inferior level via the triumphalism when announcing the entire venture in
the first place, nothing has been conducted in the manner you should expect from a club like ours. The jettisoning
of LOWFC is counter-intuitive to how a community club should be run. From the Chairman downwards we profess
to be progressive, but are taking a regressive step in a sporting sense and wrapping it up in a pretty bow that shouts
“An exciting new direction for women’s football!” but is in actual fact driven by knowing the price of everything
and value of nothing. Fans and clubs alike often stress the importance of ‘playing for the badge’. That pride in representing LOFC is all that Lauren, Cheryl, Sophie and their LOWFC teammates past and present have done for the
club over the past six years. “Our team represented this badge amazingly well,” states Corcoran. “But this badge
never represented us as a team.”
Of course the people running LOWFC have questions to ask themselves about the infrequency of the communication between all of the relevant parties. Wanting time to prepare for a match isn’t an adequate reason for not entering into discussions with your parent club, especially when that time was a number of weeks. More importantly
there is also an undeniable undercurrent of naivety with their apparent expectation that they weren’t a separate
entity from LOFC and therefore were entitled to be consulted about the future direction of Orient’s women’s
teams. Both clubs will now go their separate ways. LOFC to their new Academy structure and significantly lowerprofile (and inevitably lower-quality, for the time being at least) women’s team; LOWFC to their own future which
will probably involve the calculated risk of aligning themselves with another men’s side. The FA have granted lowfc
an extension until the 17th of May to decide on their viability and identity going forward. In the meantime, as so
often in women’s football, it’s the female players themselves who have suffered because of the boardroom machinations and indifferent animus of men. As Heria concludes: “My message to LOFC is: diversify your board. It’s an
entirely white male board, but this won’t be the last decision that affects women or marginalised people in football.
I just hope they don’t treat anyone else the way they’ve treated us.” KID SAMPSON
LOFC response can be found at https://www.leytonorient.com/2021/04/28/club-response-to-lowfc-statement/

The Taylor years Part 4
We finally reach the end of a saga that has dragged on longer than one of our home games. Where
Tommy gets the O’s to another play off final but ends up riding off into the sunset less than six months
later...
It’s fair to say that the run up towards the 2000/2001 league campaign was dominated by events away from the
pitch as changes were being rung from all angles. Long serving commercial manager, Frank Woolf, left the club
after many years and a new club secretary, Kirsty Nicholson, came in as Orient finally attempted to get to grips
with a less than functional administrative set up. Even our lovable neighbours - AKA ‘The Hammers’- attempted to
usurp our position as tenants over at the Eastway Sports centre in regards to our training facility and sparking fears
of Orient having to return to the infamous Canada goose shit encased pitches at the Douglas
Ayre centre in Walthamstow. Meanwhile the playing side of the clubs’ operation was still
nursing the bruises from the previous season. Tommy Taylor had just about survived a
torrid campaign that would have done for virtually any other head coach and had little
time to turn Orient fortunes around by the time we kicked off the season at Plymouth
Argyle in early August. However, during the summer Tommy had moved to bring former
O’s favourite Steve Castle back to the club along with wide man Jason Brissett and Richard Garcia, an exciting forward, on loan from West Ham for a season. Another piece of
good news was the signing of Ahmet Brkovic for another campaign after speculation
mounted that he would leave the club towards the end of last May. It meant that
the O’s had a little more creativity available to them in and Brkovic could at least provide
some ammunition for a forward line that contained Watts, Griffiths, Christie and Garcia.
Carl who?

Pre-season started in familiar fashion with a team building tour, although the exotic jaunts of previous years were
replaced with the rolling scenery of the west country. The O’s found themselves based at the University of Exeter
and managed to procure marquee fixtures against the likes of Dawlish, Clyst and Taunton Town, winning two and
losing out by a single goal to the ‘Peacocks’ in front of five hundred paying punters. In a not unsurprising turn of
events Taylor used all twenty players in a single outing on more than one occasion in the warm-up games and one
match at Swindon Town was divided up into three thirds! Confused? We certainly were because it was becoming
impossible to size up where the team stood in relation to a settled side and formation as the big kick off edged ever closer.
The ‘Orientear’ wasn’t any wiser either, as the first editorial of the season opined… ‘Quite honestly it is impossible
to predict how the O’s will fare this coming campaign, we could just as easily end up in the bottom six as in the
promotion/play off frame.’ Going by previous history the O's would probably take their time when it comes to
getting their act together at the start of the season, but this time Taylor and his team surprised everyone by
getting off to an absolute flying start. Carl Griffiths got the ball rolling by poaching the winning goal at Plymouth in
the opening fixture as the O's stormed to an unbeaten nine game league and cup run that lasted until the defeat
at Kidderminster mid way through September. There was a nice blend in the team with Garcia and Griffiths spearheading, Andy Harris and Walchaerts grafting with Brkovic adding the guile. Defensively, Joseph, Lockwood, Smith
and Mcghee were starting to provide some stability in an area where the O's were a car crash the previous season
and even Ashley Bayes looked comfortable between the sticks.
Backing the first eleven up were youngsters, Nicky Shorey, Chris
Dorrian, John Martin, Brendon McElholm alongside Jason Brisset,
Steve watts and Iyesdown Christe who was now getting a reputation as a super-sub and scored a fantastic 25 yarder to level the
scores during a pulsating 2-2 home draw v Hull City in early September. By the time the O's had come to play a league cup tie at
Newcastle united they were sitting in 7th place in division three
and only one point off an automatic promotion spot. There had
been a complete reversal of our on field woes of last season and
the team had played with spirit and no little flair along the way.
Tommy is stunned to find out that the
Even Tommy Taylor started to receive some praise from the O's rank and
O’s support thought he was doing ok
file, although the question remained 'could we keep this up'?

FOG ON THE TYNE IS ALL MINE…

A proper manager

The first leg of the league cup second round tie at Newcastle was eagerly awaited,
seeing as trips to St James's park usually meant heading south west to Exeter city.
However, this was different and despite the ongoing 'petrol strike' making travelling the 282 mile journey more of a challenge around 1000 O's fans made the trip
and did the club proud on the night. Despite going down 0-2 to goals from Court
and speed Tommy's side put in a committed performance and kept the tie just
about alive for the second leg that ended up being shown on 'Sky
sports'. Sure enough Orient put in another good display and were worth the 1-1
draw the two sides fought out in front of almost 10,000 fans on a crisp September
evening in front of the sky cameras. Steve Watts levelled the scores on the night
with a slick side footed finish, although the only downside was the serious mishap
afforded to Christie, who ended up in the wall in front of the North terrace and an
injury that was to sideline him for well over a year. This turned out to be a serious
blow to Taylor because our resident 'buffalo' was finally showing some real form
after a slow start in O's colours and it was (arguably) to prove costly further on in
the campaign. Nevertheless, the reported £250,000 Orient made from the two matches meant that Taylor could go
out and bolster the squad quickly. Former Spurs man, Scott Houghton, was recruited from Southend United and a
mysterious French forward, Freddie Cadiou, was fetched in from Wasquehal and, as it proved, wasn't the first mystery Frenchman brought into the club by Taylor that season that had Orient fans saying - 'who'? Taylor also splashed
a reported £25,000 on Scarborough target man Chris Tate in a bid to make his squad big enough to compete as a top
four side, although there were concerns that Tommy's signings were bordering on quantity not quality.
With the Glamour games out of the way it was back to the brass tacks of league action and Orient's first big test of
the season came in the shape of Brighton away at the Withdean. The seagulls had unearthed a decent striker in Bobby Zamora and were looking serious promotion contenders and with a vocal home crowd behind them it would take
all Orient's newfound resilience to counter them. Alas, the O's came up well short in the end. Brighton ended up
comfortable 2-0 winners as apart from a Griffiths effort that hit the upright Orient never looked like threatening the
home side over the ninety minutes. Despite this setback it has to be said that Taylor's team rallied and a run of one
defeat in nine league games (at Hartlepool-again) followed straight afterwards. Our home record stood up well and
it was during this run that Orient edged out promotion chasing Cardiff, Mansfield and Macclesfield Town by a 21 scoreline and despite the football not being of the champagne variety the results were driving us towards the top
of the table. December the 2nd 2000 brought forth the crunch top of the table encounter at Chesterfield's Saltergate ground, a venue that we hadn't visited since the opening day of the 82/3 season and game that
turned out to be memorable for all the wrong reasons. Despite taking an early lead through Steve Watts
the spireites hit back almost immediately with a smart equaliser, which was the signal for a missile bombardment
from the home fans to the right of the away end and an on field collapse from Orient. Within the space of half an
hour the O's were 1-4 down and nursing the bruises from a battering both on and off the pitch. As Tom Davies wrote
in his 'Ear match report; 'Let's hope this game acts as a wake up call to our team, I know its traditional with British
managers to value experience and toughness but sometimes you just have to go for quality'.
UP FOR THE CUP....
The following Saturday the O's had the opportunity to pick themselves up and get back to winning ways with a second round F.A cup tie at non-league Northwich Victoria with a visit to the famous Drill Field ground. Sure enough
after Carl Griffiths had put the Orient in command with a brace to make it 2-0 and all looked rosy, that was until the
Vic's turned the tie on its head and went 3-2 with an inspired performance from Gary Taylor Fletcher. Chris Tate
grabbed a scrappy leveller late on in the match to earn a replay the following week to spare our blushes but, again,
it was a sign that Taylor's team were far from the sort of team that could be considered a serious promotion bet.
Despite those two poor results, Orient got back to winning ways in the league with a scrappy 1-0 over Darlington
that was only enlivened with Scott Houghton's winning strike and exuberant celebration that followed. At least we
went into the replay with Northwich with a win behind us and to add extra spice the winners of the encounter
would host Tottenham in the F.A Cup third round in early January.

Scott ‘Magic Arse’
Houghton’s winner
that earned the
O’s a tie with a
‘super league ‘type
club in round
three.

The 'Sky Tv' cameras were in attendance for the match and they weren't disappointed as a minor classic unfolded. By half time Northwich were 2-0 up and tempers on the North terrace were hot enough to warm the cold
December air as far away as Uxbridge. However, Orient turned the tables on the visitors in fine style as Griffiths
pulled one back soon after the break and Orient levelled with a sliced own goal following a whipped in cross
from Walchaerts. Extra time arrived and in a tense finish Orient won it with a comedy goal after Houghton's arse scored a dramatic winner after the Vic's keeper blasted an attempted clearance against the on rushing
forward. All of a sudden Orient were back on track and people were looking forward to the next few games.
Rochdale were the next visitors too Brisbane Road and they came away with a point despite Walschaerts distance effort to level and an ensuing siege at the end. Despite this Orient went into
the Boxing day derby at Southend well placed and in the usual intense atmosphere performed well, especially
young Simon Downer who deputised for Dean smith on the day. Orient had the better of the play and with Scott
Houghton providing a decent out let on the left flank you got the feeling that if Orient scored it would be via
him. Sure enough Houghton's deep cross to the back post in the final minute of the game was fumbled
by Southend keeper, Flahavan, into his own goal and Orient walked away from Roots Hall with their first win
there in over forty years and in third place in the division. Merry Christmas everyone.
2001: AN ORIENT ODYSSEY
With Orient's New Year's Day fixture v Plymouth called off at short notice the scramble for Cup tickets ensued
and a couple of hours spent in the freezing cold outside the ticket office became necessary as thoughts turned to
the Tottenham cup tie five days later. As it turned out the match was an anti climax. Orient fielded a side with
little attacking intent as Carl Griffiths wasn’t risked due to carrying a slight knock. KK Opara came in to partner
Steve Watts and Orient provided little to trouble a Spurs side containing the likes of Tim Sherwood, Les Ferdinand, Sol Campbell, Rebrov, Ledley King and Darren Anderton. Apart from a snap shot from Lockwood that was
saved by Sullivan in the first half it was virtually one way traffic but thanks to the efforts of Harris, Bayes and
Matty Joseph the O’s looked likely to hold out for a replay at White Hart lane. However, a corner in the last minute of normal time saw Gary Doherty steam in at the back post unmarked to head a late winner breaking O’s
hearts and left Taylor’s team free to concentrate on getting promotion.

A week later Orient headed off to St James’s Park, Exeter and came away with an excellent 3-2 win. Taylor's deciSol Campbell realises that he’s wasting his time at Spurs. sion not to play Griffiths against Tottenham was vindicated as
the welsh hit man scored twice to put the O’s third in that
table and chasing Brighton in second. Unfortunately, Taylor’s
problem of keep Orient in contention after putting in the hard
work of getting into a promising position struck again. The O’s
only won two of their next nine matches and succumbed to
bad defeats at home to Southend and (worst of all) Brighton
as Bobby Zamora showed what a class forward at this level
could achieve for a club looking to get promoted. Taylor
brought more short term loanees and signings in an attempt
to revive our fortunes, although the arrival of the likes of

Chad Manley, Opara, Lee, Lorenzo Pinamonte and three French players (Vasseur, Opinel and Forge) had little effect
overall and led to the settled team that had served Orient well becoming a disjointed one. Things came to a head
the afternoon of March 10th after Orient crashed to second from bottom Torquay United 0-2 in an awful display
that brought forth the first ‘Taylor Out!’ chants of the season. Five days later (after a shocking 0-1 defeat at Carlisle) Barry Hearn took time out to appeal to supporters to ‘back the team and Taylor’ and it was noticeable that
the press release was more conciliatory to the feelings being expressed than the stance he had taken a year earlier.
Nevertheless, with every passing week Taylor could see that automatic promotion was slipping away and he had to
find some way of turning this slump around. Fast.
IT’S GREAT WHEN YOUR TATE...
With the season entering the crucial final ten games stories began to circulate regarding players being stalled over
new contracts and the ever persistent rumours regarding Carl Griffiths being transferred got their usual airing.
There was one bright spot, though. Chesterfield looked certain to have points deducted due to dodgy book keeping
and tax avoidance, which meant the team that finished in fourth place would probably get promoted automatically. The O’s gradually started to pick up a few points although after the draw at Darlington Griffiths got involved in
an incident on the players coach after being left out which only put more strain on his relationship with Taylor.
Even so, when Chesterfield arrived at Brisbane road the following Saturday it was a surprise when Griffiths was
recalled to the attack for the crunch encounter. If Orient needed to deliver a performance it had to be in this game
and they duly obliged. Dave McGhee who had been playing in defence all season moved into midfield and scored
the opener with a header from Houghton’s cross. Griffiths himself topped off a good all round performance with
the second from the spot, to send Chesterfield back with their tails between their legs and hundreds of brown envelopes being waved at them by some O’s fans who hadn’t forgotten about the way they had been treated up
at Saltergate earlier in the season.
The Easter fixtures pitted Orient against Barnet and Hartlepool, two teams that were in form but who had to be
beaten if we were to keep up the momentum need to make at least a play-off place. Orient found themselves behind at Underhill by half time but came back with two Chris Tate efforts, one a magnificent overhead kick to clinch
a memorable win amid wild scenes in the away end. Tate’s performance was all the more noteworthy seeing as his
arrival on the field was greeted by a chorus of boo’s from some sections of the O’s support that afternoon. The victory set up a crunch game against Hartlepool on Easter Monday, a team on a fine run and coached by ex O’s Chris
Turner and former striker/ scapegoat-in-chief, Colin West. Again, Taylor’s team rose to the challenge and blew the
Monkey hangers away with a superb opening twenty minute salvo as Dean Smith, Watts and Griffiths fired us into
a 3-0 lead and we eventually ran out 3-1 winners. And more importantly held onto that important fourth place in
the league. This result raised hopes that the O’s could sneak an automatic promotion spot as we were playing well
and Chesterfield’s form was slacking due to the rumoured points deduction coming their way, however events
were about to take a more familiar turn in the following weeks...
GRIFFITHS SCREWS IT UP....
A trip to Field Mill, home of Mansfield Town, is never easy when it comes to Orient getting results and the forty
fourth league fixture of the season proved no different this time around. It also happened to be the last time we
would ever see Carl Griffiths in Orient colours as the welsh hitman got himself sent off after an altercation with the
‘stags’ defender, Jervis. From then on the O’s were on the backfoot and eventually succumbed to two late goals as
we slumped to a 0-2 defeat. Taylor was furious after the match and described the O’s performance as ‘dire’ and
called some players contribution as ‘unprofessional’ which was probably aimed more at Griffiths than anyone else.
As ever Orient’s tendency to ‘shoot ourselves in the foot’ came to the fore once more and Griffiths was basically
‘persona non grata’ for the rest of the campaign, even though serving his suspension of three games would still
have made him available for the play off final. Not playing Griffiths would also save the club £10,000 as our top
scorer would have been eligible for that bonus should he have reached twenty goals and at the time of his dismissal Carl was stranded on nineteen for the season. As usual the O’s support was split with many feeling that his recent behaviour (the incident on the coach at Darlington) was making him a liability while others thought that Taylor had been itching to move the best striker at the club out for months and now had the backing at both board
and supporter level to get his wish. Either way the loss of Griffiths along with the long term injuries to Garcia and
Christie meant that Taylor was running out of forward options going into the crucial last two league games and
maybe beyond.

ENTER JABBO…
With two games of the season to go the O’s required just two points to cement a play-off spot and the final home
game v Cheltenham Town presented a decent opportunity to seal it. However, the encounter turned out to be
an anti climax as both sides failed to impress in a turgid 0-0 stalemate meaning that the following Saturday's game
at Macclesfield was about to take on serious proportions. With Carl Griiffiths suspended Taylor decided to gamble
and throw eighteen year old Jabbo Iberhe into the fray in a bid to freshen up the O’s attack. Moss Road hadn’t been
a happy hunting ground for Orient, but backed up by over a thousand travelling fans Orient took the game to the
hosts right from the off. After McGhee and Houghton had spurned good chances the deadlock was finally broken
when Ibhere scored his first league goal from close range after pouncing on a loose ball following a throw in from
Andy Harris. This sparked joyous scenes in the away end and a fan dressed as ‘spiderman’ made and appearance on
the pitch to congratulate Jabo and then fled the on rushing stewards by shimming up a drainpipe in the stand. The
second half went much the same way and the youngster capped off a memorable afternoon by grabbing his second
of the match after latching on to a long punt from Matty Joseph to slot coolly home to seal a 2-0 win and our place
in the play-offs.
TO HULL AND BACK...
Taylor's team had eventually finished 5th, behind Hartlepool, so wouldn’t have been promoted even if Chesterfield’s eventual nine point deduction had been increased to fit the nature of their blatant wrong doing. There was a
feeling that the tribunal set up investigate the spireities conduct had been unduly lenient and (despite having ex
Orient boss Frank Clark on the panel) had only deducted enough points to avoid problems should Chesterfield appeal in the summer and throw the league into chaos. Meanwhile Orient had been paired up against Hull city in the
play-off semi-final, a team that we hadn’t beaten in our two previous encounters and who were flying at the time. A
lunchtime kick-off meant that an early start was required from O’s fans for the trip to Boothferry park and almost a
thousand fans crammed into the tiny away terracing at the supermarket end of the old ground. The match itself
took place in warm sunshine but turned out to be yet another tight affair in regards to this type of ‘high stakes’
game. Hull exerted plenty of pressure with Greaves’s close range effort hitting the crossbar, but Orient were resolute in defence with Smith and McGhee holding a firm line and Steve Castle bringing all his experience to the midfield battleground. Ibhere played with confidence beyond his years and set up Scott Houghton for a shot that was
badly skied when he should have done much better from the edge of the box. Hull eventually broke the deadlock
towards the end after Iberhe’s clearance was clearly handled by Ayre who then smashed in the winner to give the
Tiger’s a slender 1-0 win to take back to Brisbane Road three days later.
And so it came to pass that Orient’s season rested on a crucial 90 minutes of football. The match report it
the Orientear summed up the night’s events thus: ‘All you can say is that the performance the team produced on
that balmy Wednesday night in May was simply magnificent’. Down the years there have been many ‘do or die’
matches in the O’s chequered history that have usually ended up in bitter disappointment for the clubs’ supporters,
but on this night the O’s rose to the occasion and Tommy Taylor experienced, arguably, the high water mark of his
tenure as manager. After a shaky start we tried to take the game to the visitors and following the giant Kevin Francis’s error Scott Houghton skipped down the left wing to plant a super cross onto the head of Steve Watts to level
the tie amid wild scenes. We led on the night and levelled the tie in the process, all we had to do now was to come
out in the second half and finish the job.
The O’s second half performance was colossal. Ibehre was
a constant threat, Walschaerts ran himself into the ground
and our defence was solid and determined. Despite this
the match was finely balanced and it would take something special to finally see off Hull’s dogged challenge. It
duly arrived when Matt Lockwood picked up a loose ball
on half way and then drove forward to smash an unstoppable thirty yard shot into the top right hand corner of the
net past a despairing Musslewhite. The whole of the south
stand shook afterwards as the old ground erupted although the pressure was on to hold out to the end. It got
SHOULD NEVER HAVE STOOD.
too much for Steve Watts who found himself sent off after
picking up a soft yellow card and then going in two footed
on a city player less than five minutes later. Despite going down to ten men Orient eventually held out until the
final whistle, thus sparking fantastic scenes in the stands and on the pitch. Even deputy prime minister, John Prescott, got in on the act by knocking out a famer while on the hustings on a visit to Wales where, ironically, another
knock-out blow lay in wait ten days later...

Millennium misery…
The 26th of May 2001 was the date of our promotion destiny and a trip to Cardiff’s Millennium stadium provided the
backdrop for a winner takes all showdown with Blackpool, who had eliminated Hartlepool In their semi final.
Strangely enough, our record against the ‘Tangerines’ that season had been good. Orient performed well during a 22 draw up at Broomfield Road early in the campaign and a 1-0 win secured with a Matt Lockwood winner the previous March gave rise to optimism coming on the
back of our great performance in the last match
versus Hull City. In saying that, Blackpool had a fifty
goal strike force in the shape of Ormerod and Murphy and with the craft of Paul Simpson in midfield
this match would be as testing as the previous two
for the O’s. It has to be said that Taylor’s choice of
forwards was basically restricted to a young striker
with little experience (Ibehre) and another that had
been a bit player at best since his arrival before
Christmas (Chris Tate). Looking back at that encounter almost twenty years on the falling out with Carl
Griffiths and Watts’s indiscipline in getting sent off
in the last match probably went a long way in deciding the eventual outcome on the day.
Orient lined up with Bayes in goal, Joseph, Downer, Smith, Lockwood, Harris, McGhee, Walschaerts, Houghton, Ibehre and Chris Tate. Taylor had gone with a midfield three that was geared to counter Blackpool’s threat of Simpson, Coid and Wellens but on the bench the O’s had only Brkovic who could be classed as a ‘game changer’ in the
creative sense if the need arose, along with the veteran Steve Castle and John Martin. The Blackpool support had
massed behind the goal away to our left and probably outnumbered the O’s contingent by around five to six thousand fans, nevertheless the stage was set for what
turned out to be an excellent end to end encounter that got off to an explosive start as
Chris Tate pounced on goalkeeper Phil Barnes’s howler to put the O’s one up after a
mere 27 seconds. Of course this being Orient there were plenty of supporters around
me stating that ‘We’ve scored too early’ and this looked to have been borne out by the
onslaught that the seasiders launched upon the Orient goal for the next twenty
minutes. It has to be said that Ashley Bayes kept the O’s in the game with three top
class saves as Wellens, Coid and Simpson dominated the
midfield while ‘pool looked for a leveller. Despite this
Mcghee almost put us two up with a decent header that
was only just tipped over but it was brief rest spite as
Tate’s opener
Blackpool eventually equalised when Hughes headed in
from a corner totally unmarked. Amazingly Orient took the lead again two minutes
later as a Ibehre laid the ball off to Scott Houghton following a corner and his low drive
from twenty five yards found the bottom corner to put us 2-1 ahead on thirty seven minutes. If we could just hold out for eight minutes then Taylor’s side would have a
great chance of achieving that long overdue promotion, but bang on half time a well
worked corner brought a decent cross towards the far post from Simpson which resulted in McGhee putting the ball in his own net under pressure from Reid to make the
Houghton’s finest 15 seconds
score 2-2 right on the half time whistle.
This was a hammer blow because (as Blackpool manager Steve McMahon confessed afterwards) it gave Blackpool
the belief to go out and win the match in the second half. And win it they did because the next forty five minutes became yet another agonising exercise in watching the dear old O’s, although it has to be said that the fine lines between success and failure were illustrated to the full. Early in the second period Ibehre’s brilliant dribble into the box
and shot with the outside of his right foot hit the post and span to safety as the game continued at its frantic pace.
Then Taylor decided to make a substitution which many O’s believed at the time to be a game changer that helped
the opposition more than the Orient. Chris Tate was dragged and replaced by Brkovic which in effect left Orient playing with a loan teenager upfront and the Blackpool defence not believing their luck. Sure enough a few minutes later
Andy Harris put over a superb cross along the face of the ‘pool six yard box where Tate may well have been and a
golden chance went begging.

Blackpool were beginning to dominate and Brett Ormerod became ever more dangerous as the match entered the
last fifteen nail biting minutes. Walschaerts was taken off, even though full back Matty Joseph was starting to struggle with his fitness and Steve Castle thrown on. Then Scott
Houghton got into a terrible tangle in the Blackpool half and ended up being dispossessed after treading on the ball, leading to a
devastating counter attack which resulted in Simpson calmly
slotting the ball past Bayes from 10 yards to give Blackpool the
lead. Houghton was dragged five minutes later and looked to
have had words with Taylor on the bench, throwing his shirt to
the ground as well as shedding a few tears while the situation
grew every more desperate. Sure enough gaps were starting to
appear as the O’s chased an equaliser. A mis-timed desperate
lunge to win the ball from Joseph ended up with another counter
‘Here’s what you could have won’
attack and this time Brett Ormerod put the seasiders 4-2 up from
close range to clinch the game and promotion for Blackpool on eighty-eight minutes. It was game and season over
in what had been an absorbing play-off final but there was no getting away from the devastating blow that had
been dealt to the club and to Tommy Taylor himself, although he probably didn’t realise it at the time. A long hard
campaign had come to grief at the final hurdle and the question was could the O’s pick themselves up and ‘Go
again’ in less than three months time?
WON’T GET FOOLED AGAIN....
In the lead up to the 2001/2002 season the talk form Tommy Taylor and Barry Hearn revolved around the post play
-off slump of 1999/2000 (when the O’s last blew a play-off final) wouldn’t be repeated. Aside from giving Harris and
Billy Beall new deals Taylor had brought in Jeff Minton, Scott Oakes, Phil Hadland, Scott Canham (again) and Gary
Taylor Fletcher and released Ahmhet Brkovic, Walschearts and sold Carl Griffiths to Promotion chasing Luton Town
to part finance our recruitment. Minton was a genuinely exciting signing, but Hadland was untried at this level and
Scott Oakes had a history of injuries despite being a decent player. Gary Taylor Fletcher was signed on the back of
his performances v Orient in the cup for Northwich but it has to be said that Orient’s squad was getting on towards
forty professionals and Barry Hearn’s cheque book was by now begging for mercy and praying for Lockwood’s
rumoured transfer to Millwall to ride to the rescue.
When the season started in earnest Orient once again produced their traditionally slow start. No wins from the first
three league games and a 2-4 home defeat to Crystal Palace in the league cup ended up with a few calls of ‘Taylor
out’ coming to the fore after a terrible 1-2 defeat at York City that ended up with Matt Lockwood taken to hospital
with a ruptured spleen after the match. Although Orient grabbed their first win of the season against Hartlepool (20) the following week a daunting trip to Roots Hall loomed large and we feared the worst but Taylor’s team produced a spirited display to win 2-1 despite going down to 10 men after McGhee’s dismissal. Loanee Leon Constantine got the opener and a Dean Smith header clinched a glorious win on the same day that England won 5-1 in Germany and the great Brian Moore passed away. The O’s followed that up with two wins on the trot against Bristol
Rovers and big spending Rushden and Diamonds to move up to fourth place in the table. It proved to be a false
dawn, though, as Tom’s reign as first team manager was about to come to a shuddering conclusion.
TOMMY TAKES THE FALL....
If thoughts were turning towards promotion then witnessing the next few games became a sobering experience.
Darlington destroyed Orient to the tune of 0-3 the following Tuesday and by all accounts we were flattered by the
‘0’ in the score line. A trip to Halifax four days later resulted in a 0-0 stalemate but an improved showing if nothing
else, because any crumb of comfort was needed when it came to our next opponents - Luton Town. The hatters
had made a fast start as they were looking to bounce back into league two after being relegated the previous campaign. Just for a laugh they had signed Carl Griffiths and Ahmet Brkovic amidst a strong squad for league three and
you could tell that the stage was set for a very uncomfortable encounter if your name happened to be ‘Tommy Taylor’. Funnily enough Orient got off to a bright start, but Luton soon got into their stride and ended up easy 3-1 winners although Griffiths missed out on scoring himself just to rub salt in some very big wounds that were now beginning to open up. One point being made during the fallout from that encounter was that Luton were easily the best
fourth tier side ever seen at Brisbane road at the time and how come Orient never sign the calibre of player and
manager (Joe Kinnear) that they had. We had a squad of thirty seven (miles more than any other club in division 3)
but the performances were disjointed and -at times-rudderless.

Don’t sit on the fence Tom, tell us what you really think.

Worse was to come. Orient took on Torquay in a home game soon afterwards and ended up losing 1-2 after being
1-0 up at the break. It was the third straight home defeat to the gulls and the booing told its own story by the end.
The Orientear reported that ‘Taylor and the players looked like they had given up’ by the end of the game and maybe the writing was now on the wall in 10ft high lettering. Another defeat at Mansfield Town followed to the tune of
2-3 with stags hit man Chris Greenacre helping himself to the decisive goal that left Taylor desperate for a win in the
upcoming home fixture against Shrewsbury Town. The 13th of October 2001 proved to be Taylor’s last match in
charge of the O’s. After Steve Watts had put Orient ahead after four minutes Taylor’s team proceeded to implode.
A combination of slack marking, horrendous individual errors and devastating forward play by Luke Rodgers meant
that by the time Watts had netted for the second time in the match Shrewsbury were out of sight and that Orient
had been swept away to the tune of 2-4. ‘Row Z’ ‘s match report for the ‘Ear told its own sorry tale regarding the
performance. ‘In Eustace Parlance you could say that the team was lacking in moral fibre and in the most extreme
case a certain John Sitton would have offered out almost the entire squad’. With the boos and ‘Taylor out!’ chants
bellowing around the stadium it really did feel that Tommy was on his way out and sure enough the next day -after a
meeting at Barry Hearn’s house- the pair shook hands and Tommy Taylor’s reign of four years, eleven months and
eight days had finally come to a conclusion.
Although Tommy wasn’t going quietly as he took the opportunity to let rip at some of his players in the ‘Metro’ the
following day and he didn’t hold back. ‘When things are going well they are the best players in the division but a
few can’t hack it when things are going wrong. They go into hiding. I’ve said to them that if someone else comes in
he’d ship most of them out because they’re either too young, too small or not giving 100%’. The fact that it was
Taylor who had brought this bunch of juvenile dwarves to the club and failed to get anything like a coherent effort
from them appeared to be lost on him. Paul Brush and Martin Ling took charge for the following match and the Tommy Taylor era was confined to history.
DON’T LOOK BACK IN ANGER...
So we’ve finally come to the bit where we get to assess Taylor’s time at the helm and I have to admit even after
working on this for a good six months I’m struggling to make a conclusive judgement either way. Looking at his record overall, a win percentage of around 37% (86 wins from 233 league and play- off games) would struggle to get a
club to the fringes of the play offs. Although I suppose that coming into the club when it was a shambles in 1996,
steering it away from danger and going on to build a squad to challenge within two years would be looked at as a
decent shift by some onlookers. Nevertheless, throughout Tom’s tenure there always appeared to be an air of conflict hanging around the place. Be it based on his teams’ on field performances, his players or with some supporters.
Orient never appeared settled at playing level and the fact that he used almost 120 different players during

his time in charge was in reflected in the results. Orient sides with a settled make up were much better than the
ones that he had tinkered with or had ‘fetched in’ a player or two after a couple of poor showings. Martin Ling,
while speaking at a MTM meeting in 2007, is quoted as saying: ‘I played under Tommy for four years. Some days I
enjoyed it and some I didn’t. He used a lot of players, mainly because he didn’t want to think that he missed out
on any good players. He was into his work 24/7 and now I’m on the managerial side of things I think he was too
involved with it. I got on well with him and still talk to him now, so his man management skills can’t have ben
that bad. He worried a bit too much about the opposition and what they might do’.
I think the main reason that Taylor failed to get us up was that his side were always two or three quality players
short of having a championship /top three side capability. There is no doubt that out of that huge array of bodies
that came through the revolving door at Brisbane road there were plenty of decent ones brought to the club by
T.T. In amongst them; Matt Lockwood, Griffiths, Dean Smith, Simon Clarke, Matt Joseph and Simba to name a few,
but for every one of those there were two players such as McCormack, Paul Raynor, Chad Manley, KK Opara and
Steve Finney that never brought anything to the table except a limited value to the team and an extra name on the
club wage bill. Not to mention the odd player that may have turned out to be excellent for us but never got a fair
crack of the whip under Taylor such as Scott McGleish. The bottom line is that Taylor and his assistant, Paul Clark,
rarely gave off the impression that Orient were geared up for a properly planned assault on the league title and
having bigger squads of average performers didn’t translate into ones that could perform at a consistently high
standard over a forty six game campaign. I think that is borne out at looking at the erratic runs of results over Taylor’s time here when the side looked very capable for eight games then played like complete spanners for six on
the bounce. If we are being honest here a better manager than Tom could well have got Orient (even with those
inflated squads) promoted in those four seasons and I think this is where we have to look at Barry Hearn and the
way the club was being run more than twenty years ago. To put it bluntly Hearn didn’t have the will to fire Tommy
or spend the money required to entice the type of coach and player needed to get us promoted as a top three side.
Especially as there was the small matter of a ground redevelopment to plan and, more importantly, finance.
I suppose we should leave Tommy himself with the last word. Since leaving the O’s almost twenty years ago he has
worked regularly in coaching and management both in the UK and overseas and only last year Tom was still working in India. Listening to and talking to players such as Mark Warren, Chris Tate and even Carl Griffiths recently
there doesn’t appear to be any animosity between one of Orient’s longest serving managers and many of his former players. From a supporter’s point of view, I’d say that at times the football wasn’t pretty (bordering on turgid)
and Taylor wasn’t easy to warm too, but he did get Orient to two play-off finals that, if they had gone the right way,
could have had a very different slant in regard to how he will be remembered here. (These snippets from the excellent View from the west stand blog reproduced by kind permission of Matt Simpson)
“I went to his house and Barry said to me ‘Do you think it’s time?’ He didn’t want to say I was sacked. I said, ‘Yes,
it is. It’s upsetting to say that, but it is.’ We shook hands. It was the hardest thing for us to say cheerio to each
other.
“You’ll never find a better chairman than Barry Hearn in the Football League, I’ll tell you that. He knows sport,
he knows people who go out there and give it their all. He’s a lovely man, he’s passionate for the club and he
wants the club to do well. You won’t find a better chairman than that. “If you talk to any of the players at Orient
and ask them how I treated them, not one of them would say I didn’t give them what they wanted at any time. If
they think they’re cocky and they’ve got one on me then I’ll blast them in front of people, and if they don’t
like it I’ll say, ‘Get your f****** gear and go home now.’ I’d rather put two kids on instead of two senior players”.
“I think I’m an honest manager. I always say to the players, ‘Whatever I’ve got, I’ll give you, but you’ve got to
give me whatever you’ve got on the field. And if you need anything at any time, if your family needs anything at
any time, you can always speak to me and I’ll get it done for you. But if I’m doing that for you, you’ve got to give
me 110 per cent every time you go out. That’s on the training ground as well.’
Stripester.

Our time has come
The Super League saga put the full ugliness of the modern game on view, but the reaction to it gives
reasons for genuine hope, says Tom Davies
Our time has come The Super League saga put the full ugliness of the modern game on view, but the reaction to it gives reasons for genuine hope, says
Tom Davies The ideas that fanzines such as this have long championed have
often felt marginal and unattainable over the past three decades. All those
impassioned, fanciful pieces arguing for more fan democracy at the heart of
our game, for clubs to be run as more than businesses, against the inequality
generating juggernauts of the modern game – it's all often felt like pissing in
the wind. What was the point? Planet football was blue and there's nothing
we could do.

Perhaps there still isn't, but the explosion of revolt that's gripped the game
since two decades of European Super League breakaway threats were actually, briefly, made real last month feels significant. Fans of big clubs as well
as small really have had enough. And all sorts of ideas about how football
should be run are now on the table as a result of this uproar. Of course the
defeat of the shambolically executed plan of 12 self-selected big clubs to
form a semiclosed breakaway league is but one small battle won.
The plotters will come again, and the latest tweaks to the Champions League
that Uefa agreed amid all the breakaway kerfuffle offer another example of
You can’t beat them. Especially after
how their brinkmanship has succeeded over the past quarter-century in
a penalty shoot out win.
making Europe's premier club competition ever more skewed in favour of the
richest. But even Uefa, wounded and angered too, has talked of rowing back on these reforms as a result of the
breakaway plot. The governing body should be pressurised on this. These clubs cannot and must not be appeased.
Just as importantly, now that the elite clubs have finally showed their hand and actually tried to go through with a
super league, their future threats lose some of their sting: is that all you've got? There is less reason now to capitulate to further bullying over how European competitions are structured. A spell has been broken.
Of course, a revolt of ordinary match going supporters - “legacy fans” in the parlance of Real Madrid's ridiculous
president, Florentino Perez – is only going to trouble these self-styled masters of the universe so much. Expanding
global broadcasting reach via a fixed presence in a closed league is the name of the game. In this they make two
flawed assumptions: one, that all these much coveted worldwide fans, in Asia and Africa and the USA, really want
all this and aren't satisfied with the already considerable coverage available to them; the other, that football can or
needs to grow its audience much further. Pretty much everyone in the world has heard of football. It's not afflicted
by the same angst that afflicts, say, cricket about finding a profile in the modern world. This is greed stretching
something that cannot be stretched much more. Now is the time to bend it into a different, fairer shape. In pressing for this, we have a rare unity. It's not often you get everyone from Boris Johnson to Sky TV pundits to radicalminded fans singing from the same hymn sheet, but – for all the contradictions and varying levels of sincerity on
view here – this gives supporters an enormous unity to press for the things we've been advocating over many
years. A German-style 50%+1 rule on supporter ownership. A proper redistributive formula for the game's revenues
throughout the pyramid. Much tougher rules on owners and directors. The obstacles to this stuff are formidable
and almost certainly require legislation in order to overcome them, but if the will is there and the popular support
is there – which it currently is – there's something to work towards. Over the past few decades, supporters groups
have developed impressive levels of expertise about how football might be run better, including founding and taking over some clubs. This can enable fans to take the initiative in the various reviews into governance now being
initiated. But the good old-fashioned, messy power of direct-action protest should be acknowledged too . I can't be
the only Orient fan who, on seeing images of Manchester United fans marauding on the pitch at Old Trafford amid
flare smoke and getting a game stopped, was taken back to events at Brisbane Road on 29 April 2017. Then, as
here, anger at an owner fanned out to broader complaints about the game's administration. From “f*ck the EFL”
four years ago to “f*ck the ESL” here.

The big Six clubs can now go back to what they do best. Bullying the EFL and F.A

Manchester United fans inhabit a different footballing universe from us in many ways but this was a reminder of
our unity of experience, our unity of sentiment, and what it's like to feel powerless and furiously estranged from
absent, destructive owners. Scoffing at their anger just because their team still win trophies and reach finals is
missing the point. As with similar protests at Chelsea, Arsenal and Tottenham (whose fans' trust was a particular
friend of ours during our B*c*h*tt* crisis), these fans get it (as the United fanzine writer who used his slot on
Match of the Day to invoke the crises at Bury and Macclesfield demonstrated).
They are allies. And in getting English football's most globally lucrative fixture called off they managed something
that cut through from “legacy fans” to a worldwide audience. It would also be a mistake to scoff at fans who appear to have only just noticed what an unequal stitch-up the modern game is, and try to score one-upmanship
points about how we saw all this coming way back in 1992 with the original Premier League breakaway, and the
reconfiguration of the Champions League in the same decade. True, we did, but so what? And in any case there
was always a latent discontent with what the Premier League represents even among those whose teams benefited from it. It just lacked a focal point.

This is no time for “I saw this band first” indiesnobbery. Better to see this as a straw that broke the camel's back.
So, with our opponents on the back foot, this is no time for revisiting past compromises. Just about the most tonedeaf response to the ESL furore came from the Football League's own Rick Parry, who used it to try to rehabilitate
the corpse of Project Big Picture, the doomed project to grant the “big six” preferential voting rights in exchange
for a few more crumbs from the rich man's table (for a bit). Cash-strapped EFL clubs, including our own, had gone
along with this out of desperation before it was scuppered, and the ESL breakaway reminded us how dangerous,
not how necessary, it was.
The “big six” cannot, ever, be trusted. Project Big Picture, too, was a reminder of the disconnect between fans of
lower division clubs and the people who own them, with most falling into line behind Parry (with honourable and
vocal exceptions such as Accrington's admirable Andy Holt) while supporters were appalled. And a reminder of
improvements needed at Leyton Orient too.

Nigel Travis is arguably the best, most competent, receptive and honest owner our club have ever had – but at the
end of the day he's a businessman, with all the strengths and weaknesses such a position tends to entail. And
there have been a couple of missteps this season – his backing of Parry and the clunky handling of the women's
team, for example – which a more embedded democratic supporter involvement in the club might have headed
off. The reforms being promoted in recent weeks have relevance to us too. In the meantime, and perhaps aided by
pandemic-hiatus, we have a chance to take stock. Our game has had foisted on it a whole cast of vulture capitalists, oligarchs, oil-state despots, land-grabbers, property sharks, money launderers and opportunists subjecting us
to a drip-drip-drip of indignities and exploitation. And this latest wheeze has burst the dam. The elite-graspers still
hold the cash and the cards, but we've got the numbers, the ideas and the power of football itself on our sides.
This is as good a chance as we've had to use it in decades. T.D

Orientear ache!!
Dear Orientear
So the European Super League, it’s definitely got some positives. Well at least for fans of
Schadenfreude anyway.
I personally now feel I can understand more the feeling of those Brexiteers from grim left
behind parts of the country. They knew that they would have less opportunities for
themselves while enabling the role back of rights and standards we’d become accustomed to. But their joy at giving
the ‘elite’ a kicking, was so great that for them the short term entertainment is worth the long term pain.
This is my current situation with the Super League. It really doesn’t affect us at the Orient, we were never going to
play in Europe, in fact we’ll probably have more of a shot of getting further up the pyramid when all the speculators
in charge of Championship clubs suddenly no longer have the same passion for bankrolling ludicrous wage bills
without the pot of gold at the end of the Premier League rainbow.
It’s also hard to get to protest against the proposals when you look at the other people you would be siding with.
If the FA cared about integrity it would hold its flagship competition in high enough regard to not hobble it removing replays, or take away the magic of a Wembley final by going back to neutral grounds for the Semi Finals.
If Uefa cared about their competitions they would have trimmed the European cup down, not just announced yet
more tedious group games and places for the big teams. Nor carried out their stupid Euro Championships expansion. If Scotland can qualify, you know there is no concern about lowering the quality of their product.
If the UK government is so pro meritocracy then I can’t wait to see relegation from the House of Lords.
If SKY through their pundits are so aghast at the idea of a distorted joke of a competition, then they shouldn’t have
murdered football in 1992.
So yes there are plenty of good reasons to dislike the idea of a closed bore fest, but lets at least have a laugh at all
the people pretending to worry about the state of the game. When we all know their actual concern is that their
sacred cash cow may have finally made it’s belated way to the abattoir.

Lost not Found

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

John Craven’s Newsround…………..
Item: Congratulations to Lawrence Vigouroux on scooping FOUR awards that were
announced last Tuesday. Our goalkeeper picked up Devines Player of the season,
Players player, Managers player of the season and the supporters club Star man
award. Well deserved.
Item: Former Leyton Orient midfielder - and owner of the best beard in Leyton – Roman Vincelot has announced
his retirement from football. The mag wishes him well and he’s always welcome back to the club for a beer on us
anytime.
Item: After receiving a fair few moans from season card holders who were told that they were not entitled to apply for the season card credit scheme (owing to the cost of their card not coming in over £230) the club has relented and thrown the offer open to all adult and concession season card holders. Well moaned everyone and big
credit to the club for listening.

